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Number 20

State Board
Warns County
School Members

Work began this week on a $60,- with eighty new tensile sewing
000 improvement program to the machine operators being sought to
Henry I. Siegel plant in Fulton, fill existing needs there. AppliKy. that is scheduled to be finish- cants are urged to go to the South
The state Board of Education
Fulton city hall on Thursday.
Roman Bennett is a small man and a hunchback. Hi
ed in three months.
Monday warned the Fulton County
When the repair work is comis
a 25-year old Negro who weighs approximately 121
school board to stop feuding or
pleted, some 300 workers at the'
Roman Bennett was arrested on March 17 an&
the
pounds.
measures
from
face stern
plant who have been laid off since
state board at Frankfort.
early this year will probably be
three police officers were involved in a law suit
At the same time the board apcalled back to work, The News ,
pointed A. B. Dement to fill a vac- brought about by Bennett charging them with severely
learned this week.
ancy on the Fulton board. The va- beating and bruising him; with falsely imprisoning him
The City of Fulton has taken
cancy was caused by a Circuit and using abusive language in their arrest attempts; reover the Siegel building and will
Court ruling that C. A. Turner, of
finance repairs through a revenue
!Crutchfield, forfeited a post on the fusing to give him medical aid; compelled him to conbond issue, Mayor Tripp told the
board by moving to South Fulton. fess to a crime he did not commit; denied him communiChamber of Commerce Wednesday
1 Tenn.
cation with his family or friends and refused him counnoon. Siegel has been given a 10The warning to the Fulton counyear lease on the property and an !
sel.
ty board was issued on a motion
option to renew. Tripp said.
by board member Mrs. Francele
In addition to filing suit against Carmi Page, Hassel
Meanwhile, things are humming •
Armstrong.
Williams
and Billy Westmoreland the young Negro filed
at Siegel's South Fulton plant,
She said that after the vacancy
!n the board occurred, the remain- suit against the City of Fulton, The County of Fulton,
ing four members split into two and Maryland Casualty Company.
factions of two members each, and
The case was to have been a trial by jury. Instead, the
the board has not been able to
agree on a superintendent or many three officers settled the suit out of court in a judgment
other policy matters.
which was termed as "generous" by attorneys for the
- Actually the feuding has been
Den Wright
plaintiff.
going on in the Fulton County
Mr. Bennett has received his cash settlement through
board of education since the conTh 1960 Get Acquainted Tour of
solidation of the Hickman city the Maryland Casualty Company, which bonded the
ComChamber
of
Louisville
the
school district with the county
local officers.
merce will be in Fulton Thursday
system.
morning at 9:20 for a brief stop
Officer Williams is still on the
on their tour of Western Kenpolice force; Westmoreland is still
tucky. Departure time is set for
a deputy on the staff of Sheriff
9:50 A. M.
Red Garrison and Carmi Page has
ANOTHER NEWS READER HEARD FROM: Doris Marron. autograph- I They will be met at the County
resigned from the police force and
Int his book "My Ten years as a Counterspy" for the Fulton publie Line by a special police escort.
Scheduled to graduate June 8
Election day is Next Tuesday, May 24. The Demo- was in Frankfort on Tuesday in
library reads all about Fulton through the columns of The News Randall Burcham, Rodney Miller from the U. S. Naval Academy at
primary will seek to name a nominee for the the interest of being named field
cratic
while he visited in Atlanta last week. Incidentally the motion picture
board the Annapolis. Md., is Midshipman
representative for the Alcoholic
"Man on • String" is based on the book and will show at the Fulton and James Warren will
Class Hendon 0. Wright. son United States Senate and to fill an unexpired term of Beverage Control Board.
Theatre next Tuesday and Wednesday. Morros' opinion of The NEWS: busses at this time, and point out First
Wright
0.
jailer in Fulton County. For the first time in the history In a telephone conversation with
"Everybody should read it". Nubbin Rizzle's opinion of the picture: the things of interest and tell of of Mr. and Mrs. Hendon
the development of Fulton since of Highlands.
"Everybody should see it".
of
the News Editors the Fulton County Fiscal Court has Bennett, the colored man said
1955 ,the year the tour last visited
that at the time he was arrested he
Upon graduation Wright will rethis section of the state. They will ceive a Bachelor of Science degree refused to publish a sample ballot for the education and was working on a tractor, with
some more men, in the yard of Bill
and be commissioned an Ensign in guidance of _the voters in this end of the county.
the United States Navy.
Putting the names of the three county newspapers Wright (he believed that was the
He entered the Naval Academy in a hat, the magistrates and County Judge pulled the man's name).
He said that Page and Westin Jsly 1956 after serving as a
name of the Hickman Courier as the newspaper that moreland came after him saying
seaman in the U. S. Navy.
the Chief wanted to see him.
Wright was graduated from Ful- will publish,the sample ballot in this election. Both FulIt was learned Friday that the cinity by a grocerman, who lives
Bennett said that he was taken
attended
and
School,
High
ton
ton
newspapers
were
disregarded
as
means
to
inform
Lake Street Liquor Store was nearby. according to Charles Hatto the jail and accused of stealing
Nashville.
University.
Vanderbilt
broken into and at least six cases ford, employee of the liquor store.
voters on this end of the county of the election and its the 12 tires, which he denied. He
Graduation exercises for the
of whiskey stolen early Sunday
Mr Hafford said that entrance
said that he was beaten by Westcandidates.
morning, May I.
class of 1960 will be held in the
to the store was gained by breakmoreland, Page and City Police.
"We just couldn't do it," Spud Edwards told the man Hassell Williams. now assist.
Field House Wednesday, June 8,
Three of the cases of whiskey ing down the front door.
following
(EDT),
m.
at 11:00 a.
News on Wednesday. Mr. Edwards, Fulton's magistrate, ant chief of police, first with theit
were found behind Um washroom
In another breakin and robbery.
colorful "June Week" ceremonies
then with a short rubbei
at the Atkins Used C.r lot by a Pop's Billard Hall and Cade on
said
it was an economy move by the court. Mr. Edwards, fists,
at the Aeolians'..
hose, until blood came out his nose
colored man known as Teegoo. Church Street woe retebsd at spwho works on the lot
Mr. and Mrs. Wright will attend Bert Yarbro, Jr., Clyde Corum and Jeff Darnell are the and mouth. He said the policemen
preaboately .S214.1111In .elskolb
A short time befor Teegoo re- This occurred on Wednesday night
their son's graduation at the Naval magistrates who voted against publishing the ballot in then had him wipe up the blood
the floor of the jail with his
ported to work at 5 a. m., another of last week Entry was gained by
Academy. Also, attending will be the Fulton
newspapers. Judge J. C. Bondurant, while off
handkerchief. Bennett said he had
colored man was seen in the vi- tearing off the facing off a door.
Miss Ruth Caldwell, Mr. Wright's
not voting, concurred in the decision.
Continued on Pave Ten
fiancee.
_election officers for Fulton
County. for the Primary Election
next Tuesday have been named,
according to Mrs. Katherine LanDAN C. EWING
nom, County Court Clerk.
1960 Chairman
Get-Acquainted Tour
Fulton Precinct No. 1—Mrs. J
The Cayce Elementary School
The final days of a school year the new" as work begins' on the
eighth Grade graduation will be A. Purcell, Judge; Mrs. W. L.
Bye
the
town
via
are always a little hectic as stu- $300.000 remodeling - rebuilding be brought into
held Wednesday night, May 26 at Joyner, Judge; Mrs. W. H. PurPass.
dents study for their final exams project.
cell, Sheriff; and Mrs. 0. C. Lin8 p. m.
Accompanying the three spokeswhile they think of what they will
Workmen have already started
The program will be as follows: ton, Clerk.
Elaine Beggs,
do during the summer months.
Fulton No. 2—Mrs. Hattie Wood,
Processional, Miss Wilma Shutt:
work on seven new classrooms for men will be Miss
However, this year, South Ful- the elementary portion of the con- Miss Judy Burton, Miss Nancy Invocation, the Rev. Warner Paf- Judge: Mrs. Joe L. Bowers, Judge;
Bushart. Miss Nancy Dame. Miss ford; salutatory address, Jimmy and Mrs. A. B. Roberts, Sheriff;
ton High schoolers are getting a struction.
Janice Sue Fields, and Miss Fran- Harrison;
address and Mrs. L P. Carney, Clerk.
double (lose of the medicine as
valedictory
Meanwhile, all furniture and ces 'Sugar' Parr. The girls will
Fulton No. 3-A—Mrs. L. C.
introduction of
workmen prepare to tear down the
Bennett;
Phillip
equipment is being taken from the pass out souvenirs donated by
Ross; Com- Massey. Judge; Mrs. Fred Brady,
very building in which they are
Joe
Principal
speaker,
old, two story high school structure Ferry-Morse Seed Company, Jiffy
studying.
mencement address, the Rev. Judge; Mrs. Sam Winston, Sherand, according to Principal Lester
Company, Pure Milk James Rose; solo, Miss Shirley Mc- iff: and Mrs. Frank Brady, Clerk.
In South Fulton the motto is Betty. the moving portion of the Steamer
Company, Swift and 'Company, Gaugh; presentation of diplomas,
Fulton 4-A—Mrs. W. 0. Shan"down with the old and up with project was completed Monday.
and the Fulton-South Fulton Principal Ross; recessional, Miss kle, Judge; Mrs. D. C. Thacker,
The tearing down of the structure Chamber of Commerce.
Shutt; and benediction, the Rev. Judge; Mrs. S. E. Campbell, Sherwas to start soon afterwards.
iff; and Mrs. Mary D. Boyd,
-jottings
All merchants are asked to dis- Mr. Pafford.
Mr. Betty said the high school
Clerk.
play their flags for this occasion.
from
structure will not be completed
Riceville No. 3—Mrs. Thomas
until January 1st hut that the
Allen, Judge; Mrs. Emma L. Rob9
seven-classroom section of the
ertson, Judge; Mrs. Lucille Notes,
.10 S
elementary school should be finSheriff; and Mrs. Claude Shelby,
ished by August 27th. He said
Clerk.
when the school year starts this
Wolberton 4 — Mrs. Robert
fall high school students will ocHelen Stahr
Workman, Judge; Mrs. Mitchell
cupy these seven rooms until the
The trial of Odis Emmerson,
Guyn. Judge; Mrs. Erwin Bard,
Sacred
Heart
High
School
will
phy from Union City will preside
main structure is completed.
charged with criminal abortion
Sheriff; and Mrs. John Dawes,
hold commencement exercises on at Benediction.
Along with the new school the and involuntary manslaughter, has
Clerk.
South Fulton Boosters club is con- been rescheduled for June 30 in
Mary Cecilia Bacon. uaughter
Palestine 5 — Mrs. Harvey Pe- Sunday. May 22nd.
tinuing to push its drive for a new Obion county circuit court at
witt, Judge: Mrs. Estone Browwill be of Mr. and Mrs. John Bacon, Route
Baccalaureate
Mass
The
athletic field for the school. This Union City.
der, Judge; Mrs. Roy Bard, Sher- celebrated at 7:00 a. m. by Father 4, and Helen Marie State., dauWell, the garden tour to my field would be located on the footThe postponement from May 19
iff; and Mrs. Bertha Nugent, William P. Carroll, S. P. M. The ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Stahr,
house was a very pleasant and en- ball practiee field and would con- came after Emmerson obtained the
Troy Road, will receive Honor
Clerk.
Church Choir will sing the High
joyable event. I could hardly shake sist of lighting equipment and a services of counsel and the later
Crutchfield 6—Mrs. Willie Ruth Mass and Father Carroll will de- Awards for maintaining a high
hands with any of the ladies how- stadium to be used for football, date for the trial was requested by
scholastic average for four years.
McClanahan, Judge; Hollis Stra- liver the Baccalaureate Address.
ever, for all the splinter, paint, and baseball and other sports events. his attorneys.
Miss Bacon, who maintained a
ther, Judge; Mrs. Clarice Howell,
drudgery marks on my pore. ole So far. $2,852 had been collected
The Commencement Exercises 94 average for four years, will atSheriff; Cleo Newberry, Clerk.
Rutherford
farmer
Emmerson,
a
beater, up hands. It was fun. Hope Monday and a canvass of the
Sacred Heart tend. Webster College, St. Louis,
held in
Cayce No. 7 — Mary Louise will be
jukebox operator. is charged
they all come back again, collec- South Fulton and Fulton business and
Scearce. Judge; Mrs. Helen Gad- Church, Sunday evening. 7:00. Mo., and Miss Stahr, who mainawith
an
alleged
in
connection
tively and individually.
districts had been set for Tuesday bortion on Mrs. Joyce McDade, a
berry, Judge; J. C. Menees, Sher- Father Edward L. Tarrant, S. P. tained a 91 average for four years,
morning of this week.
iff; and Mrs. Buford Campbell, M. will give the Commencement will attend Nazareth College,
Cape Girardeau, Mo., and Fulton
Now I want to tell you about
Address and Father James Mur- Bardstown, Ky.
Continued On Page Flee
Ky., widow.
that plane ride I've been talking Pr.
Ken Turner, Jr.
-School Clinic
to you about. It happened about
The South Fulton pre-school
the middle of April. I had been
clinic will be held at the school
over the clouds, mountain trails,
Monday. May 23, from 9 a. m. to
and highways in Eastern Kentucky 2:30
p. m.
Park
near
Caves
State
to Carter
Ashland; to Natural Bridge State
POOL OPENS MAY tit
Sunday Kenneth told his par- have a special invitation from
Ralph Edwards can take a cue this paper doesn't get to young The student is very active in
Park near Slade; to Levi Jackson
The Willow Plunge city swim- from the Kenneth Z. Turners as Kenneth before Agnes and Big the activities of the ROTC and ents: If I were to get that out- Murray State College to be present
State Park near London, Ky. I ming pool will open on
Pershing Rifles, and while he is standing cadet award it would be when the coveted award will be
Saturday far as keeping a secret is concern- Kenneth get there.)
flew from London to Lexington May 28. instead of this Saturday,
quite talented in many fields like mighty funny seeing me collapse presented to their son. And the
ed. Agnes and Kenneth, whom
past
visit
this
While home for a
for a meeting with the Governor due to the fact that the
school officials said in the letter:
know from week-end young Kenneth was re- music, physics, chemistry and per- out there on the field."
pool is re- many Fultonians
and members of the Park Commis- ceiving a new paint job.
So its quick, folks, the smelling "We hope you can share this seWFUL's "live-wire" program, have marking about achievement day at haps mathematics, he is keenly
sion rind it was the end of the
salts, because that's exactly what cret with us until the award is pregone around this week sort of like the college on Thursday. (today). interested in military affairs.
week (Friday) and I was dog. dead
EXPOSMON HERE
Recently he participated in drill Kienneth E. Turner will receive on sented."
the canary who ate the cat; and He told his parents that he was
tired and wanted to get home, but
Now isn't tnat a wonderful
yet not being able to share a big eligible for two awards and felt formations at Purdue University Thursday . . . the achievement afast. I got a ride to Frankfort and I The Gladstone Exposition, sponsecret with their son, Kenneth E. that he wouldn't get either one of and was among the last students to ward as the outstanding cadet in thing to happen to all those nice
by
the
sored
South
Fulton
Booster
went out to the airport to see if
Turner, a student at Murray State them. One of the awards for which be eliminated in the military the ROTC at Murray State Col- Turners. And we hope that all of
I could make a plane connection in Club, will be in South Fulton op- College.
lege.
the News subscribers will keep the
young Kenneth is eligible is the ci- event. On the basis of this Kenposite
the
high
school
from
MonLouisville for the return to FulThe elder Turners, have known secret too, at least, until this afterthe
citabecame
eligible
for
neth
having
the
highest
grade
tation
for
big
secret
story
and
the
The big
day, May 23. through Saturday,
ton . . . and home.
about it for about • week. They noon.
is this:—(and we hope to heck in the course on military history. tion as the outstanding cadet.
May 28.
Continued Oe Pape 11ve

Goodwill Tour
To Be Here
Thursday Al 9:20

Don Wright To
Graduate From
Naval Academy Election Tuesday....No Sample Ballot

Cases Of Whiskey And Money Are
Stolen In Two Breakins Here

South Fulton Days Hectic As
School Improvements Are Begun

Cayce Graduation
To Be Held May 26

Sacred Heart High School To
Have Commencement Exercises

Emmerson Trial
Has Been Reset

''()te Book

Sh-h-h-h. .Turners Keep Big Secret About Son's Cadet Award

Election Tuesday To Have The Effect Of Taking
Months
Temperature Of Administration After Six
they cannot get

who complain that
Except for the fact that the ballots
patronage problems attended to.
their
are being printed and an occasional
use an old cliche, "hell hath no
to
And
mention crops up here and there, one
a precinct-packer scorned.
like
fury"
would hardly know that next Tuesis the miscontent
far-reaching
How
day is an Election Day in Kentucky.
will be.
folowers
Combs
the
among
Actually its what might be called a
If
Tuesday.
polls
next
the
at
tested
major election . . . one to nominate
deciis
a
election
the
of
outcome
the
a Democratic nominee for the United
sive victory for former Governor
States Senate.
Johnson, Governor Combs can relieve
Former Governor Keen Johnson
himself of the horrid, time-consuming
and John Young Brown are the matask of listening to the constant-flowjor contenders for the nomination, ing delegations that visit Frankfort
but their campaign thus far has been
wanting to see the Governor, persondistinguished by its dullness and the
ally.
lack of discussion of vital issues. GovIf the victory is a narrow one, or if
ernor Johnson has concentrated his
Governor Johnson loses, the palace
campaign in hitting the Republican
guard in the Combs Administration
farm program and as far as we have
had better sit right down and take a
read has hardly mentioned his Demogood look at the situation and remove
cratic opponent. Mr. Bown on the
a few people in high places.
other hand has entrusted the strategy
We shall never forget Happy Chanand operation of his campaign headdler's parting remark to the new adquarters to his son and a group of
ministration on inauguration day.
other outstanding, capable young
Said he: "You know what your enemmen.
ies will do. Beware of your friends
While the Johnson headquarters
who have dull axes to grind," or someand others close to the candidate acthing like that.
cept the outcome as a foregone vicGovernor Combs has not changed
tory for the former Governor, there
either in personality, sincerity, or inseems to be an ominous quiet about
tent. His is the same frustrating, backthe whole campaign. Johnson is supbreaking, monumental task of trying
posedly being supported by Governor
to make an orderly transition in perBert T. Combs and other stalwarts in
sonnel that has been the political exthe Combs-Clements-Wetherby orperience of every Governor for time
ganization and we would imagine that
immemorial. It might be the same
fact gives campaign workers the conwith the next Governor. It was the
fidence that the campaign was over
same with the last one.
before it started.
Indeed, the election next Tuesday
will have the effect of taking the temThe outcome of the election will be
perature of the Combs Administration
interesting to view. There can be no
after six months in office. We think
doubt that there is some miscontent
the thermometer will register normal
among the one-time avid supporters of
Earle Clements and Governor Combs. for the ailment. If it doesn't Governor
Combs had better call a coniultation
Reports from Frankfort have it that
and yank out the sore spot in his Adthe Governor's office is like a bee-hive
ministration before it becomes too
any day that the Govern° is in the ofmalignant
to cure.
fice, packed with campaign leaders
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Make Life Worth Living
By Rev. Theodore M. Hesbtirg,
President, University of Notre Dame
The "unexamined life" is not worth
living.
WHY are you alive? Where are
you going?
Graduation time is a good time for
us all to stop and look at the way we
are living. Are you more than a name?
Do you use your freedom to plan your
own life, or do you just imitate everyone else? If you don't behave as a free,
thinking person, then your future is
really not worth living.
SECURITY, comfort and ease are
today cherished to the point of madness. They leap out of every magazine
and TV commercial. Never before has
man been so heavily barraged by
these lowest of all values.
WHAT MAN ever became great by
seeking only comfort and security? It
took greater values to inspire the
giants of history.
Love for beauty gave birth to artists like Beethoven and Ftembrandt.
RESPECT for the dignity of every
man fired hen:7es to fight for our freedom, Reverence for the higher values
in life was the foundation of our Constitution and Bill of Rights.
Love for others spurred men to devote their lives to medicine, teaching,
social work and politics.
THIS CHOICE of higher values is
not easy when our eyes and ears are
constantly bombarded with: the car
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
I_ PAUL and JOHANNA M WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
Voted "I3est All Around" in class in Kentucky
1954 Kentucky Press Association fudging
aiso Second place In 1059 and Honorable Mention ti

in

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton. the first of which was founded in 1880.
ddreas All me 11 (oubserlotIons. change
elorms 3579 to Post Offic, Row 455

Published Every Thursday of

of

address.
Kenturtr

The Year

A member of the Kentuelry Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: 93.01.1 per year in Fulton
Hickman Graves Counties, Ky.. and Ohion
Elsewhere
and Weakley Counties, Tenn
throughout the United States $4.00 per year.
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among the one-time avid support,es of
that taptes better, and the coffee that
lets you sleep.
But we must not accept comfort
and security as our highest goals. If
we do, life will become unbearable
for us who ought to live on a level
higher than the brute.
WHAT are you doing with your
life? The sperial work you do is not
terribly important. What is important
is your attitude. Do you want ease
rather than hard work? A high standard of living rather than service to
others? Security instead of adventure,
dedication and sacrifice?
If you live completely for your own
comfort and security your life isn't
worth living. If, however, you give
yourself to others you will find your
own life becoming rich in meaning
and happiness. Oddly enough, in losing your life to others you gain a better, finer and fuller life for yourself!
THE HAPPINESS and meaning in
our lives equals the grandness of our
goals. So lay out a plan of living for
yourself which will do justice to all
that you are and that you might be.
Our times are made for adventure.
Never, since the discovery of Americ, have there been so many opportunities for the man who refuses to be
seduced by the easy way, the safe
choice.
Each one of us is a person—intelligent and free. If our lives are to be
truly successful we must see that intelligence and freedom.
PURSUE your ideals!
Paulist Feature Service—Washington 17, D. C.
Waves and permanents, hair-dos?
Advertise them in The News.
When ambition you imbues, advertise more in The News.
When problems irk like new tattoos, ad-your ad is in The News.
Make no mistakes, make no miscues: Advertise now, in The News.
The merchant wise, who custom
woos, advertises in The News.
To sell those billiard balls and cues,
advertise them in The News.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by

Whetters

Hayes Has Charge
Of Lions Program

carries a group picture of university heads, including Elvis Stahr,
Jr., who is president of the West
Virginia University. He is the son
of Judge and Mrs. Elvis J. Stahr of
H D. Hayes. Southern Bell TeleHickman. The story accompanying phone manager, had charge of the
the picture is entitled "A Huddle program at the regular Lions Club
of University Heads."
luncheon meeting at the Park
Terrace Friday and invited the
Have you noticed the sharp new Lions on a tour of the telephone
blue convertible Johnny Jones is office.
Mr. Hayes demonstrated the insporting lately. Johnny has taken
a job working with his Dad. They ter-toll dialing system that went
are now on a big job or two down into effect Sunday morning at 1:01
a. m., by calling Honolulu, Sanin Mississippi.
francisco. Detroit and New York.
Enjoyed seeing Jodie Armstrong
Monday morning. He was enroute
to his home in Jackson, Miss., after visiting his mother in Paducah,
who recently underwent an operation. Jodie informed us that he is
with an insurance company in
Jackson, is married and has two
children. It had been a long time
since we had seen the former Fulton boy.

FONDEST DESIRES

The fondest desires and hopes of
early settlers in Kentucky is seen
in such names of communities as
Independence, Liberty, Bliss, Joy
and Paradise.
Siegel factory. When the grass
comes up the place should look
very beautiful.

Got a personal invitation to stop
For the past two weeks work of by and see Win Whitnel's pansies.
planting grass seed and setting out From %%hat Win says they must
shrubbery has been going out on be something.
the lawn of the new South Fulton
"... And now, Gentlemen, I want you to consider my
oroposal very carefully before voting 'yes'!"

PROGRAM

11=111•11M1111111•11111MILIMMIIMIMIIWIMMIIM0

WPSD-TV

11CFITS-TV

sena:out.'
CHANNEL 6

PROGRAM

SCHEDULE

CHANNEL 12
FROM THE FILES:—
••••

Turning Back The Clock-May 17, 1940
Many improvements have been
made in the residential and business sections of Fulton in the past
six months. There has been a
noticeable impetus in the general
Clean-Up. Paint-Up and Fix-Up
movement. The annual Clean-Up.
Paint-Up and Fix-Up Campaign,
which is under the auspices of the
Young Men's Business Club in cooperation with the officials of the
municipalities of Fulton and South
Fulton, is a concentrated effort to
follow this movement toward civic
improvement.
The regular monthly meeting of
the Fulton Board of Education was
held Monday night at the high
school building. It was decided to
make all necessary repairs to the
Carr Institute building. according
to rquirements of the State Fire
officials.
Maurice Ward has moved his
refrigeration service and commercial sales from Carr St. to 324
Walnut St. Mr. Ward is well
known in Fulton, and has been in
the electric refrigeration service
for the past eight years.

The Fulton high school track
tam, with a total of 44 points, won
the First Regional championship in
Murray Saturday. Murray Training school was second with 41,
Murray High had 36 points, Hopkinsville la, and Hazel none.
Dr. Reid Davis of Union University. Jackson. will be the commencement speaker for the graduation exerises of the South Fulton
High School tonight at the First
Baptist Church.
The Baccalaureate sermon for
the Fulton High School Seniors
will be delivered by Elder Charles
L. Houser of the Church of Christ
on Sunday night, May 19. at the
First Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs M. C. Karsner of
Lexington. Ky.. announce the
birth of a six-pound son, William
B. Mrs. Karsner was formerly
Miss Alice Amberg of Hickman.
Mrs. Vester Freman was hostess
to a well planned bridge party
Monday afternoon at her home on
Third Street, honoring Mrs Glenn
Dunn of St. Louis.

around town with

Paducah, Kentucky

Cape Girardeau, Missouri
THURSDAY, May 19

THURSDAY. May
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Ouida Jewell
Martha Herring of Fulton was serA couple of weeks ago one of
iously injured on Dec. 13.
the back shop men was kidding
me about the way a head on one of
This was incorrect. Michael (the
the lead stories read. I didn't see
correct spelling is Mike!) was not
anything funny about it, until a
arrested or tried at all. It was anfew days later, when I received
other boy.
some ribbing through the mail on
The person attending the trial
the same subject.
of the other boy, in an official
The letter was from Mr. C M.
position, got the boys names conBrowder, Duncan, Okla. banker,
fused, therefore our articli was
resident.
Fulton
who is a former
wrong. This, we regret very much,
At the top of Mr. Browder's letand hope that those offended will
ter was pasted the head and my
forgive us.
byline. It read: MAN SHOT
TWICE, WOMAN AND DAUGHThe other night I was sitting
TER ARE BEATEN By Ouida
in the living room watching TV,
Jewell.
when a goodlooking young man
The letter read:
named Lee Meadows came in and
"Dear Lady; After reading all
startled me by exclaiming: "Ouida.
the nice things you have said
I'm going to marry you when I
about people, and hearing the nice
grow up. So, will you wait for
was
shocked
of
you,
I
things said
me" Surprised but pleased, I anwhen I read the above headline in
swered. "I sure will!"
last week's paper.
Five-year-old Lee is here from
"I enjoy reading your column,
Freeport. Ill., visiting his grandas well as Jo's column and Paul's
mother, Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards
editorials, and think Jo's item on
on mothers was beautiful.
Back some time ago, Mother and
"Just kidding a little in the
Mrs. Malcolm Bell had been to a
first paragraph. Best wishes to all
church meeting. Mrs. Bell had her
of you.
young grandson with her. When
C M Browder."
they let Mother out in front of the
house, the child began to cry, sayEver so often some person, who
is considered a reliable news ing he wanted to go in and play
with Mrs. Jewell's little girl. They
source gives a newspaper or radio
had a hard time convincing the
a story which is incorrect. This is
never done intentionally—like the child that Mother's "little girl"
was not little like him, but a very
time about two years ago when a
much grown-up "little girl."
county official reported the death
of a man who turned out to be
Single members of our family
very much alive.
really have it made. We continue
Well, such an incident occurred
to get presents from all aunts and
last week and we would like to
uncles at Christmas and other ochumbly apologize to Charles Mikel
(we spelled it Michael) of Hick- casions. Now, when you get marman. Miss Martha Herring of Ful- ried the presents end, usually. In
our family on my mother's side-ton and their families.
the Bailey clan—there are only
The information we received
two of us left unmarried, Junior
was that "there was a hung jury
Gunter of Paris. a teenager, and
in the trial of Charles Michael of
myself. We exchange gifts and our
Hickman in Ohion County Court".
aunts and uncles give us presents
The article stated that Michael
while all the married cousins just
was charged with drunken driving
look on.
an
after
came
arrest
and that his
The latest issue of Life Magazine
automobile accident, in which Miss
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Is Almost Blind And Deaf,Friday
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

R.E. Brasfield

professional

Veterans Advised
On Records Needed

Answer
• 13.1. MOO
Answer

Kentucky may have its own persimnel verifying service for bonus
purposes at the various armed services record centers.
Aftsj Gen. Arthur Y. Lloyd. administrator of the veterans bonus
19W, said
Norbert C. Rechtin,
bonus director. is negotiating with
the armed services to have certain
approved persons given access to
service records in the centers.
These persons would he paid by
Kentucky. The normal staff of
clerks at the centers would be unable to cope with the sudden demand for records that the bonus
will occasion.
Lloyd and Rechtin advised veterans to wait until they know what
records will be required before
"writing to Washington or St
Louis." They explained that "different cases will require different
records." Information on what
records will be required will be
released soon, they added.
No bonus applications will be nc_
cepted until June 1 and then only
if accompanied by required records, the officials said.
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William G. Hearn of Fulton.
Route I died suddenly Sunday
night at his home here. He was 53.
Mr. Hearn, a farmer and painter, was born Dec. 26. 1906 in Gibson County, Tenn., son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Hearn of Trenton,
Tenn. and the late Mr. Hearn.
He leaves besides his mother.
his wife. Mrs. Welma Sloan Hearn:
two stepsons. Loyd Huchaby of
Hastings, Minn,. and Homer Huch:
aby of Jacksonville. Ark: three
sisters. Mrs. Edd Blakely of Trenton, Tenn., Mrs. Ernest Breeden
of Trenton and Mrs. Leach Green
of Cheshire, Ohio.
Funeral services were held Wednesday morning at 10:30 at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel in
Fulton. Rev Hulon Allen officiated. The body was then taken to
the Oakland Cemetery at Trenton,
Tenn.. where graveside services
and burial were held.
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THOROUGHBRED
A thoroughbred horse is one
which traces back in all branches
of ancertory to animals registered
in a country's recognized stud
book of thoroughbreds. In North
America this book is the American
Stud Book maintained by The
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C.I. Fields

Charles Roy Fields, life-long
resident of Fulton and a retired I.
C. Railroad clerk, died at 4:40 FriMr. J. T. Via of Indiana visited
day morning at Jones Hospital afA special feature of June Dairy
ter a lengthy illness. He was 64.
Month activities in most commun- Ills mother, Mrs. Beatrice Via,
died
Martin
of
Dinwiddie
Homer
Glenda Hastings. 10th grader at
ities will be the selection of a and brother. Henry Via and famiMr. Fields was born Oct. 31,
the South Fulton High school. May 11.
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W.
the
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were
Services
Fulton, who was robbed of apis the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
pete for the state title of Ken- Phillips.
According to the neighbor, Mr.
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According to a neighbor of Mr. worrying about how he would get
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Cemetery. and the Brotherhood of Railway Stover. the elderly man, who is by the rest of the month.
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Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kimbro school students.
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Judge Elvis Stahr ordered the
tery. Barrett Funeral Home had Virginia Forrest, J. Ronny WinsAddress
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ton, Betty McDade, Martha MerAn Obion County Circuit Court charge.
term of court.
Mr. Brasfield, a farmer, was a rell.
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Phone.
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Kirklands Dixie Gun Works, when cy, Ill., and Mrs. Lyle Putnam of
a number of valuable guns were Trenton. Term.
taken.
drivers got
By Mrs. Elmers WaMS

Moss Vs Burnette?
Hixson Ends In
Hung Jury Thursday

rue

•

• NEW HOPE NEWS

SF Students Takes
4th Place In Math
Contest At TITO

Besides wringing extra miles from every gallon, and besides stacking up as 1960's
outstanding car—look what else Corvair has in store for you. The smooth-as-butter
ride you get from independent suspension at all four wheels. The increased
traction that comes with the engine's weight over the
rear wheels—where it should be in a compact car. A
practically flat floor, a folding rear seat., five jaunty
models, including the new Monza Club Coupe.
tor or000sned

ti- C101104dC0IN-10-MATIC

Check the low prke tag at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

1
Limner

Supermarket
111 Washington St. — 2 Doors South of Jones IGA

transportation

TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICK,INC.
217 K. 4th

Phone 111

104 East Fourth Street

Fulton

Phones 38 60

Pa:e 4

The Fulton News, Thursday, Ma 19, 1960

The News reports your - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along FuLton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Sunday was a day when our Twin Cities welcomed
many former Fultonians back to town for Decoration
Day at the local cemeteries. And we know that those of
you who spent some time at the cemeteries will concur
with us when we say that they were perfectly beautiful!
Every family made a special effort to make the graves
of their loved ones look as lovely as they possibly could.
Even amidst the sadness. . . there was a happiness in
the beauty.
Among the visitors were the
Garth Conleys of Memphis. Mrs.
Conley is remembered as the former Pearl Rice. Monette and Harry DeZonia of Memphis were home
for a visit with their relatives. Lillian Wade Blagg and son Byron of
Nashville were guests of her sister,
Elizabeth Caldwell and Harvey
Caldwell at their home on Carr
Street.
Others who came back "home"
for Decoration Day were Mr. and
Mrs. James L. Batts and daughter,
Brenda of Bloomington, Ill, who
were the guests of his mother, Mrs.
L. B. Harper.
Mr. and Mrs. George Courley
and Mrs. Elizabeth Browning of
Memphis were in Fulton for Decoration Day this weekend.
Mrs. 0. R. Bowles returned Friday from an extended visit to her
son, R. W. Bowles and family in
Minneapolis and a visit to another
son, Bobby Bowles in St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Bowles accompanied her home Friday night
and spent the weekend here, returning to St. Louis last night.
Mrs. R. W. Bowles and daughters of Minneapolis. Minn., daughter-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. 0. R.
Bowles of Fulton, left by plane
from Minneapolis yesterday for
New York City. There she will
board a plane TWA airliner for
England. They will spend a week
in London and then go to Middleborough for a month's stay
with her mother.
Last week was "Mother's Week"
for a couple of Fulton ladies, Ann
Holland and Elsie Weaks . . . it
was a special time for them.since
they spent most of the week with
their daughters ... and the grandchildren. They drove up to Louisville and Lexington with Mary
Nelle Wright who attended the
State Convention of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs in
Lexington. Ann stopped in Louisville where Cissy Collings Holland
and little daughter, Beth, were
visiting. Cissy, you know, is the
wife of Read Holland, Ann's son.
The young Hollands live in Columbus, Ohio and came to Louisville
for the Derby. It was a nice opportunity for Ann to spend some
time with her little granddaughter,
Beth, who is a darling . . if we've
ever seen one. Elsie Weaks drove
on over to Lexington for a visit
with her daughter. Mary Davis
Dicken and John and the newest
member of the family, little John,
who is just eight weeks old. 'Twas
nice for the three Fulton ladies to
combine a convention and some

visitin' with their families.
Elsewhere on the Diary page
you will see the announcement of
the engagement of Rebecca Lynn
Evans of Harriman, Tennessee to
Dr. Thomas Henry Callahan of
Jacksonville, Florida. Dr. Callahan
is the son of former Fultonian,
Searcy Callahan and his attractive
wife, Peggy, who live in Jacksonville, Florida. Many residents of
this area extend their best wishes
to the young couple. Dr. Callahan
is the grandson of Mrs. Bertie
Howard of Fulton. Mrs. Ward
Bushart and Mrs. M. W. Haws are
aunts of Dr. Callahan.
Miss Betty McDade, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William McDade, of
Mayfield, has recently been accepted as a student at Gulf Park
College, Gulfport, Miss., for the
fall term.
Miss McDade, a member of the
1960 graduating class of Mayfield
High School, has been very outstanding in class activity. She is
a member of the Pep Cub, the Future Homemakers Club, the Library Club, the Cardinal Staff, and
the Annual Staff. She was elected
Basketball Gueen in her Senior
year and was chosen for a part in
the Senior Play. An office assistant, Miss McDade is a transfer
from Fulton High School where
she served as mascot for the Fulton High School Band for six
years.
Mr. and Mrs. McDade and Betty
have just returned from the Gulf
Coast where they visited the
campus of Gulf Park an accredited
Junior College for Girls.
For the final meeting of the
year, 48 members and guests of
the Garden Department of the
Fulton Woman's Club enjoyed a
home tour Friday afternoon arranged by Mrs. Hunter Whitesell,
Mrs. J. T.). Davis and Mrs. J. E.
Hutcherson.
A brief business session Held at
the Woman's Club prior to the
tour was presided over by the
chairman. Mrs. W. S. Atkins.
Mrs. Sam Winston was named
vice-chairman and chairman of
the hostess arrangements. Other
officers named were: Mrs. D. C.
Thacker, second vice chairman;
Mrs. C. C. Shelby, secretary-treasurer; Mrs. J. 0. Lewis, publicity.
Mrs. H. H. Murphy, Mrs. James
White and Mrs. W. C. Graham
were appointed to the program
committee. Mrs. W. L. Roper was
appointed telephone chairman.
After the business meeting, the
home tour began in the Country
Club Court with the lovely new

NOW...you can
let your hair
wake up and
be lovely!

homes of Mr. and Mrs. Herbie
Hunt and Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Veneklasen. The completely remodeled and redecorated homes of
Mr. and Mrs. James White on Park
Avenue and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Westpheling in the Highlands
were shown. Refreshments were
served on the Westpheling lawn
after which many of the guests
visited the annual flower show of
the Hickman Woman's Club held
at the library in Hickman.
Punch was served by the Hickman club.
Before returning home a privileged few visited the lovely garden of Mrs. Don Henry.
Among the visitors to the Garden Department tour were: Mrs.
Fred Cloys of Union City, Mrs.
Wales Austin, Mrs. Joe Reed, Mrs.
Ben Davis, Mrs. Sam Jackson, Mrs.
C. W. Francis, Mrs. Virginia Stokes, Mrs. Claude Muzzy.
New members were Mrs E. E.
memeion
,

Mount and Mrs. C. M Conley.
Mrs. Pete Green was recently
elected District Sergeant-at-Arms
of the American Legion at the
district meeting at Burna, Ky.
Mrs. Gene Roberts of Mayfield
was elected District Treasurer.
The former Sue Forrest of Fulton, a recent bride now living in
Memphis, was honored at gift tea
at the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church here Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Paul Hornbeak and Mrs. Phil
Parker were hostesses to the regular monthly meeting of the American Legion Auxiliary at the home
of Mrs. Hornbeak Tuesday night
at 7:30.
Mrs. Frank Wiggins was program leader and plans were made
for Poppy Day, May 28.
The Ken-Tenn Bowling League

last Wednesday night on a vacaled by Mrs. Paul Bradley.
The president, Mrs. Ira Hender- tion trip to Florida.
son, presided over the brief business session. Roll call was read by
Miss Narie Moore.
Plans were made for the .W M.
U. to have a wedding shower for
Miss Myra Henderson.
The New Hardy W. M. U. of
The meeting was closed with
Crutchfield Baptist Church met
prayer.
Dr. Ward Bushart had charge of
Thursday night, May 12, at the
church for its regular meeting. A
the program at the weekly lunchMrs. Grace Cavendar of Louispot-luck supper was enjoyed celeeon-meeting of the Rotary Club
brating the W. M. U's eighth birth- ville arrived over the weekend
Tuesday at the Park Terrace.
day. There were fourteen members for a visit with friends.
and five visitors present.
He Introduced the Rotary Club's
Mrs. Leland Jewell and Mrs. selections for their annual CitizenThe program, entitled "Ye Are
student from
My Witnesses", was presented by Lucy Day Bennett attended the ship Awards to one
from
Mrs. S. A. Sadler and Mrs. Loyd District Convention of the Su- Fulton High and another
preme Forest Woodman Circle at South Fulton High.
Henderson.
Miss Judy Burton, daughter of
Those taking part were Mrs. S. Paducah Monday night. Mrs. JewA. Sadler, reading the poem, "If ell served as district auditor at the Mr. and Mrs. Jack Burton of Highlands, received the award for FulI Could But Tell all the Glory". meeting.
She was introduced as State ton High, and Miss Jerilyn Colley,
Mrs. Pat Rushton, Mrs. Ira Sadler, Mrs. Lewis Patrick, Miss Na- Auditor and Mrs. Bennett succeed- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
re Moore, Mrs. Ira Henderson and ed her in the district office.
Colley of Route 5, Fulton, for
Mrs. J. C. Jackson. Prayer was
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Puckett left South Fulton High.

held their annual award dinner
Thursday night at the Park Terrace for members, sponsors and
their wives. Over one hundred
persons enjoyed a delicious buffet
dinner.

Misses Burton
And Colley Win

VOTE

LI

NEW
AWAKENINGFOR THE HAIR

An amazing new triumph of science
that helps REVIVE the natural beauty
of your hair by actually PENETRATING the hair shaft iself I
WI InvIto you to come In end
see this wondrous new concept
In hair care.

As announced in VOGUE
and LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
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KEEN JOHNSON

Lake Street

Fulton
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... As Governor of Kentucky, 1939-1943, Keen_
Johnson increased rate of road building . . .
improved state hospitals...increased state aid
to education without raising tares . . . steered
School Equalization Amendment to success ...
wiped out state debt warrants,.. accumulited
$10,000,000 surplus... yet underspent legislative appropriations

Keen Johnson's Record of Distinguished Service 'Governor U. S. Undersecretary of Labor °Editor and Publisher 'Business Executive °Overseas War Veteran
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HOSPITAL NEWS
noinIk

one of the windows and was fast ed to go, and though I don't ever
remember telling him yes or no,
asleep.
I was in the air again. So you
think that's the end of the story?
I suppose it was some 30 minutes It isn't.
later when I awakened and asked
the pilot where we were. I figured
As we approached Kentucky
we should be somewhere around
Bowling Green according to the Lake it was about four in the aftime we had been flying, because ternoon and dark as all get out.
goodness knows all those clouds The pilot radioed to the Paducah
and open spaces look alike to me control tower and here's what
in my delirium. Said the pilot: came over the radio: "All planes in
"We're between Louisville and the Kentucky Lake area . . . All
Frankfort." Even I knew that you planes, etc . . . you have seven
didn't have to go to Louisville by minutes to get out of the way of
plane to get to Kentucky Lake a severe lightening and thunderfrom Frankfort and I said: "Louis- storm . . . all planes have been
ville?
what in the world are turned back to St. Louis." Well ...
we doing near Louisville?" Said I thought about making a will .. .
the pilot, white as a ghost: "The I thought how silly . . . if this
motor conked out and I turned plane crashes they won't find my
body much less my will . . . I
iround about 15 miles back."
thought about writing a final note
to the world . . . who'd find that?
That did it. He was white as a
. . then I started praying . .
ghost and I was so scared I could Which I
imagine I was doing all
see St. Peter just knocking on that the while.
plane's window. But the pilot
comforted me by saying he didn't
Tell you the truth I'm getting
think we would crash and could
scared
trying to finish this. The
home,
but
possibly make the trip
pet result was that we had to land
he didn't want to take the chance.
in Union City .
had to circle the
Now that's the understatement of
field until we had 15 minutes of
all time.
fuel left . . . and all of a sudden
the clouds opened up big enough
Well. we got back to Frankfort to sneak through the ground . . .
and of course the airport crew was and I've been on it ever since.
surprised to see the plane back so
soon. When we told them what had
happened they, all shook their
Junk Batteries
heads and remarked that they
knew that plane was needing reBought
pairs.

The following persons were patients in local hospital Wednesday
morning.
Tillman HOSPITAL
Mrs. Jessie Harris, Mrs. W. A.
Sensing, Mrs. C. F. Jackson. Mrs.
Archlie Hornsby. Don Braswell.
John Baucom, Mrs. Mike Fry. Mrs.
Nelson Tripp, Mrs. Sarah Meacham, Mrs. Jack Burton, all of Fulton; Herman Grissom, Fulton,
Route 3; Miss Mattie Johns, Clinton, Route 1; Mrs. Reed McAlister,
Fulton, Route 1; Mrs. Thomas
Cole, Water Valley, Route 2; Mrs.
A. B. Dement and baby, Fulton.
Route 4; Mrs. Tolbort Dallas and
baby, Fulton, Route 1; Rev. Odis
Shultz, Water Valley; Vasil Perry,
Dukedom Route 2; Mrs. John McClanahan, Crutchfield; Mrs. Willie
Brann, Water Valley; Dillard
Sweely, Clinton, Route 4; Mrs. J
W. Brown, Hornbeak; Jacqueline
Dew, Union City; Mrs. James T.
Brown, Columbus; and Bonita
Burton, Martin.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Nanney Watts, Charlie
Vaden, Mrs. Finus Sandling, Mrs.
Flora Oliver, Mrs. Bud Matheny
and Dendon Pittman all of Fulton:
Mrs. Charles Singleton of Water
Valley; Marie Hardy of Union
City; Mrs. E J. Spillers of Troy
NILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Kenneth Lacewell, Mrs. 011ie
Cashion. Mrs. Clifford Arnold. Sr.,
Mrs Aubrey Glasco, Mrs. Mary
Quickie Seat Covers, $5.95
Kimbell, Mrs. Mae Hendon, Ruel
You'd think maybe I would have
Fulcher. Donna Cavitt and baby walked away from that airport and
White gas for Babe
all of Fulton.
bid a fond farewell to flying, forWheels Balanced
ever. Nope' My fatigue had mixed
with my fear and all I could see
Road Service
was home, no matter how I got
ELECTION—
there. So, the trip had to be made
/Continued from Fare ORO
Fields Service Station
to Kentucky Lake, and so another
Clerk.
Phone 9163
St. Lane
West
State Line No. 9—John Walker, plane was standing by, so the pilot
Judge; Luther Adams, Judge; Mrs. cranked it up, asked me if I wantJames B. Threlkelci. Sheriff: and
Open Week Days at 6:45—Sat & Sun 1 pm 111 11 pm
Mrs. Merlene Hutchison, Clerk.
Roper's Store No
10—Mrs.
—Phone 12—
Orna Roper. Judge; Mrs. Hoyt
Youree, Judge; Mrs Henry Clay,
Sheriff; and Mrs. Nita Thomas.
Clerk.
Court House No. 11—John Hunziker, Judge; Miss Bertie Mae
Rice, Judge; J. E. Pierce, Sheriff;
and Mrs. K. A. Mitchell, Clerk.
Double Feature! Friday & Saturday
Clinton Street 11-A—Jim McMullin, Judge; Mrs. Don Cole,
Judge; Mrs. Jessie Jonakin, Sherseelline
iff; and Mrs Bessie Barbee, Clerk.
rilMliguralca
A NEW KING OF
Olen
County Barn No. 12 — Mrs.
THE OUTLAWS!
Clarence Reynolds, Judge; Mrs.
Louise Glaser, Judge; Mrs. Helen
lailains. Sheriff; and Mrs. Jack
Stahr, Clerk.
Crafidox Barn No. 13 — Mrs.
Jack Phipps. Judge; Mrs. Porter
Caddie, Judge; Mrs. Walter Taylor. Sheriff: and Mrs. J. A.!lodges,
Clerk.
balm.I. DOM 0•••••••••
Mengel Lane No. 14 — Monroe
•••••••••
Johnson, Judge; Jack Warren,
and
the Three Cats! (Cartoon)
Goldimouse
Also
Judge; Mrs. Monroe Johnson, and
Mrs. Dorothy Abernathy. Clerk.
Bondurant No. 15 — Ennis Williams, Judge: Mrs. Mary Parker,
Judge; Mrs. Ennis William. Sher.1M•
iff: xr(11 J. 13. Parker, Clerk.
Saysafrass Ridge, No. 16—Noble I
Crixiter. Judge; Ruth Greer,
Judge; Mrs. 0. L. Sutton, Sheriff:
and Mrs Mollie Kingston, Clerk.
Madrid Bend No. 17—V. D.
Barry, Judge; J. J. Wilson, Judge;
Jessie Whitson. Sheriff; and Charles Whitson, Clerk.
Brownsville No 20—Calvin McMullins, Judge; Mrs. Lewis Langford, Judge; Mrs. J. L. Decker,
Sheriff; and Mrs. Bonner Williams. Clerk.

FULTON
Son
Robin
Hoo6

— SUNDAY and MONDAY —

um.,

•40•
*.•

:

NOTEBOOK—
Continued from PLR Off4
Aeronautics Commissioner Phil
Swift was at the Prankfort airport
and said: "Jo, the small plane is
going to Kentucky Lake in about
an hour, if you'd like to go that
far and have somebody pick you
up, you can catch a ride that far."
I take the rather dim view of
travelling in the three-motored
jobs, much less a one-motored
plane' but I was so tired I would
have taken a chance to get home
on a fast moving buzzard if there
was one around. So I waited
around and got in the plane, that
looked not much bigger than a
toy model, and off we went into
the wild blue yonder. In no time
at all I had rested my head against

-4k Jo iJA

toatcotiege
girl who

can't
help lovini
Tall boys!..

afithony PerkinSandJanefonda
From WARNER BROS.111

Abe News - Mc-Cup Pup (Tom & Jerry Cartton)!

The Fantastic True Story Of Boris Morns!
FROM THE AUTHENTIC DIARY
OF A DOUBLE AGENT!

MAN ON A
STRING-

SUN MON TUES. May 32-24
(Starts at 9:05)
SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER
With Elizabeth Taylor
(Also: starts at 7:20)
JUKE BOX RHYTHM
With Jo Morrow

SIRLOIN
or CUBE

PORTERHOUSE
or T-BONE

ib.99c

$109
lb. I

RIB or
BONELESS SWISS

I BEEF RUMP ROAST

....

Beneleee

ERNEST BORGNINE.
KERWIN MATHEWS
A COlUMBIA PICTURE
AN RO DR PROOUCTION

sgehrt 49c)
Sliced Bacon(
Right Freshly Ground Daily

LAST DIKE TOE

FIRST TIMM AT
RUOULAR mucus!

itb
..111t1
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Lb.

Go

Ground Beef Super

FEATURED THIS WEEK!

CAM JOHNS
TREASURE CHEST
OF
VALUES!
•

0

CAP'N JOHN

0

FISH FILLETS
Cod -Perch
Haddock

3

100
1-Lb.
Pkgs. $

...

Fp:It 4 99g
Del Monte :
44 °Can:

(Special el 16-0a. fi 00
:17.Pag.
Strawberry Label) .71 Jars I
Billiards, Pillsbury
Or Puffin
Cans
Rietd

tioldeN
Cream Style

el Lb.
Can

soloed
Ready To
Serve
Oven - Ready
to II Lb. ..

Lunch Meat
Turkeys
Wieners
Sausage

41.••

Super Right—All Meat
Regular or King Size ..••..

Super Rig
'S
Pure PorkPd
Hot
(
'
Mild

Lb.
Bag

A REAL VALUE

10g
Bananas ......
Lemons (:.).290
2 29g
Lettuce
Potatoes 10 690
4 490
Lard
JUICY CALIFORNIA

Heads

CALIFORNIA LONG WHITE

Lb.
Ctn.

Pinto Beans
53°
29
Instant Coffee
6
Margarine Nley
45°
dexola
Evap. Milk
6
25 1 37
Flour
Jumbo
10-0z. Jar

A&P

A&P's Own
Pure Vegetable 011

Qt.
Bottle

Tall Cans e790
In Ctn.

White
House

Cane

Sunnyfield
(Self-Rising

N t1C
1Can
6. O 8
10
9
:

1
I

1-Lb. 05o
Ctns.

:
IC
1;::
b:
z4
4
9
9$
:

Aristocrat

Summer Isle
Broken Slices ....

LB.49c
a 99°
Lis. 49°
49°
2 69°

SUNNYFIELD PURE

PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT

Preservs
e
Biscuit.
.
63
Pie Cherries ,A0`..Prie
Crackers
Pineapple
3
lona Corn

39C

CRISP 24 SIZE

nit #
Fish Sticks CHaepa'tn.aJoEhatn •10-0.
Pkg. II Ani
nit
Fish Portions Cap'and John.J110-0z.
Pkgs. I.
al An
Oyster StewCHaepa'nt,aJosnenrye J 10-0z.
Cans I AAP

Lb.
Bag

Plain

1.41)

JANE PARKER GLAZED
WISCONSIN AGED CHEDDAR

Sharp Cheese
Silverbrook
Sweet Cream

Butter
Sherbet
Mild Cheese

59c Donuts (

••••••••••••

Lb.

59° Rhubarb Pie( R5e9g;
Rye Bread :ixedor
O

Lightly I
I). Salted 1 Lb.
/
1
2 Gal. r9c
Ctn. UP
Longhorn
Style Cheddar ... Lb. 53
*

Orange Juice
A&P Frozen
Concentrate

29c

Reg.
)Dozen
59a
This Week

6-0z.

(ILO& CAN, 2906C.ee

85,

A&P'S OWN PURE VEGETABLE

dexo Shortening
23g
Cut Rite
4 330
Waldorf
Reynolds Wrap
310
Palmolive
Fab Detergent( 2.)1::: 570
)2 27g
Ajax
75g
Florient
Vel Liquid 11°z- 380 67g
100-PtRoll

Wax
Paper

.......

Roll
Pack

House
25-Ft.
Hold
Roll
Poll

Sc Oft

— THURSDAY and FRIDAY —

Come See.. You Save at A&P

lb. 89c

All

Toilet
Tissue

starring

Fulton - Union City highway

SATURDAY MAY 21
(Starts at 9:10)
THE WILD OF THE INNOCENT
With Auclie Murphy
(Also: starts at 7:20, 10:35)
REVOLT IN THE BIG HOUSE
With Gene Evans

TEAK SALE!

— TUESDAY and-WEDNESDAY —

STARLITE
WED-THITR-FRI. May 15-19-29
(Starts at 9:15)
MR. ALLISON
with Robert Mitchum
(Also: starts at 7:20)
STARS IN MY CROWN
With Joel McCrea

Ng
ID
svpersaucy
product.on

SUPER RIGHT-FULLY MATURED BEEF

Bath

11

We"

Cleanser

Deodorant
Floral Or Solo'

6-0z.
Can

22-0s.
Cala

Jane Parker

Chiffon Cake

range

reheis
Reg.
210

1

Loaf

Reg. I
( 590 1

Ea.

39°
17°
49°

FREE BONUS BOOK
IN JUNE Woman's Day
16-page GUIDE TO WILD FLOWERS
JUNE

....

Issue—only

CLablei

100

59c
2

55ft
Scotties
Scott Tissue 4 5314
3 77g
Crisco
29g
Spic & Span
Chase & SanbornE:740
Foetal
Tissue ......web"'•••
White
Or
Color

Shortening.........•.•.•.

Cleaner

Pkgs.
Of 400
Roll
Peek
Lb.
Can

111-01.
Box
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Latina Est Certe Non Facilis:
Latin Is Certainly Not Easy
FROM TIM PIM "ZEMIN"

As a Freshman, I had the choice
of taking Latin or not bothering
about it. I took It.
One of the first sentences of
Latin I learned was "America est
patria mea." For the rusty Latin
students and those that haven't
had the experience, It means "America is my native country."
By the end of the first year, I
expected to be speaking Latin as
well as I ean speak English. Now,
after a year and a half, I still can't
speak it, and to translate it. I
need that certain part of the book
called the "vocabulary."
After intense study (the kind of
study only Latin students do)
things were still an entanglement
of verbs, adjectives, and participles, not to mention nouns and
pronouns. I translated, or at least
tried to translate, stories about
heroes and gods, and fierce wars
between countries.
Now in my second year of Latin,
I'm still reading about wars, but

RUPTURE

these accounts were written by
Caesar. That means something to
us Latin students - it's harder.
Studying Latin has helped in
word study and English. Many of
the English words are derived
from Latin, and by looking at
Latin words, you can tell some of
the words that come from it. While
taking the I. Q. tests, some of the
words with which I was not familiar, I recognized by the Latin
word from which it is derived.
I will recommend Latin only to
students who want to get down
and work. Latin takes a lot of
concentration and study of word
meanings, verb tenses, and cases
of nouns. Most colleges require
that you have some language, so
it is important to take Latin, the
foundation of most foreign languages.
"Latina est nun facilis."
"Latin is sot easy".

Forrest - Bailey
Wedding Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Forrest of
Memphis, former Fulton residents,
announce the marriage of their
daughter, Wanda Sue, to William
E. Bailey, son of Mrs. Ela Mae
Bailey, 576 North Manassas, Memphis, Tenn., April 23.
The vows were solemnized in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Forrest at 1371 Oakwood Drive,
Whitehaven, Tenn., by the Rev.y.
W. Thrower of the Brooks Road
Presbyterian Church.
Only the immediate families
were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey are now at
home at 1572 Goodhaven Drive,
Whitehaven, Tenn.

FROM TUE /US "Mani"

Film a High School News

Improvements Added
To FRS Curriculum
Expanding and beginning to
catch up with the times, our school
takes new steps toward the future. Plans are being made to add
new courses and teachers in the
grade school as well as the high
school.
Although we will be losing a
veteran teacher, Mr. A. J. Lowe,
who is retiring this year, Mrs. M.
W. Hawes is to be an addition to
the facilty. She will head the foreign language department consisting of Latin and French. Other
teachers have not been selected as
Yet. It is expected that a full time
band director will be selected.
Both chemistry and physics will
be available. All sophomores will
be expected to enroll in biology.
The school administration is
working on plans to make additions to the science deparmtent
and to join a science lend- 1
chemistry
The
library.
ing
room will be equipped with
twenty four outlets for gas. The
present publication room will be
turned into a laboratory. A science
room will also be added in the
Carr Building.
A new publication room will be
built in the basement.
Instead of commercial law,
business arithmetic will be offered as a half year course.

•CHESTNUT GLADE

By Janice Davis
From chess to what's, he puts in
his "buts".

FULTON HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
Graduation C,elunma

Martha's the Prophet and also

By Janke Davis
And then class secretary too.
Here passeth away one stage of
Butch might contend for the quietour life
test
Tis time now to grow and become
Boy, but as ping-pong champ,
anew—
he's been alloyed.
To enter another world of another Most Talented, of course, is class
view.
president
James. yet honor grad is added
School had presented its work and
to his claims.
Its fun,
Mettle and Louella, none knew
too well
Learning in not only books, but in
They came and they went and
friendship too.
never once fell.
I've schooled with many, but never
Mr. Fulton High School - Tommy
so few.
Fields
Here they are, as they call, seniors
Football. Historian. Friendly
all
and all.
Each and every one
First that I ever met was Wayne.
A good 'ole writer he;
Then his Best,Citizen pal
Judy Wolberton. she
Had a friend named Saundra,
A fire baton she twirled.
Jean and Roland, val. and sal.
Also Most Likely to Succeed.
Gary and Jerry, Poet and Flirt
Are they as they proceed.

Giftorian George, 'nice 'ole aunt'
Carol
The clothes closet keds are
Neatest.
A cute little fun-maker Donnie
Bennett, do it? - he just sent it.
To make the number forty-two
(not three)
There's just one left . . me.

Mrs. Darrell Wright
Mrs. Harvey Yamaha • from Jackson Tenn. spent the
weekend with homefolks.
Mr, and Mrs. Van Brann spent
(Lea Week)
the weekend with homefollis and
Several visitors were in the com- visited Mrs. Minnie Brann at the
Henderson Home.
munity during the past weekend.
Mr. and Mrs Will Reed are visitSome of the visitors were the for- ing Mr. and Mrs. Clay McConnell
tunate ones who had Mothers to In Chicago this week.
visit on that day. Visitors in the
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Nanney visitDurrell Terrell home where his ed Mrs. Nanney's sisters in Okla.
Mother. Mrs. Mary, is staying for last week.
a few weeks were Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Rebecca Hagler and Mr.
Fred Kelly. Mr and Mrs. Dean Doug Phillips visited relatives in
Pryor,
Neal
Terrell,
Treva
Terrell.
this community and at Fulton last
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Colley, Bro and weekend.
Mrs. McCutchens, Mrs. Nettie BarCongratulations to those from
ber. Mrs. Dorthy Connell and son, the community who are graduatMr. and Mrs. Wilma Jones, Mr. ing from high school this week.
and Mrs. Ray Terrell and Melody, Some of those are Betty Gay Reed,
Mr and Mrs. Roy Nix,. Mrs. Ter- Linda Lou and Mary Sue Neely
rell has been a shutin for the past Barbara Mason Waynelle Dunafew years.
'vant, Rachel Bonclurant, Glenda
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitver and i Winstead
Duke, and Norman
children from Nashville visited Harwood will graduate from FulMrs. Eula Rogers and Darrell, and ton Hieh.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
attended Church at Sandy Branch Willie Harwood who will observe
Sunday.
their 50th wedding anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Minard Nanney Sunday. Friends and relatives are
and two grandchildren from De- t invited to visit them from two
troit are visiting relatives and to five Sunday.
friends in this community this
week. They report Mrs. Donnie
COI/NTT OF VIRGINIA
McConnell to be much improved.
She greatly appreciated the many! In 1776, the year the American
cards that she received from Revolution began, Kentucky was
friends here during her recent chartered a county of Virginia.

And the king commanded his
wise men to find him a prophesy
that would always be true and
Allen and Allen. Tommy and never be old. After months of deEverette,
liberation they told him "and this
City Drug Co.. Fulton
Former's a V. P., latter's a Dad- too shall peas away."
Edwinta Bugg. daughter of Mr.
dy.
and Mrs. Edward Bugg of Clinton.
AllnisimamsalMilawid
gold
a
with
presented
MURRAY CHOIR HIRE
was recently
Best All Around Philip and Suzcertificate for rating superior for
anne
The sixty-voice Murray State
the past four consecutive years in
College choir presented a concert
Just ask, they'll give a hand.
contests sponsored by the Nationthe direction of Robert
under
Most Athletic of all - Merrell Bear. at 5 p. m. Sunday at the
al Federation of Music Clubs.
eight
All types of Insurance
of
total
Davis
a
has
Edwinta
First Methodist Church. Miss MaFootball, basketball, track:
superior ratings. earned in contests
rion Blackstone of Fulton was feaour
SAVE ! GET
sponsored by the federation, five
large economy tured in a piano solo. Miss Nancy
the
in
Another
earned in the piano solo division
Adams, also of Fulton, is a memsize
PACKAGE DEAL
and three in duets.
Norman. class Joker and friend. ber of the choir.
Myrla
Miss
of
pupil
She is a
"Covering everything"
Peck, who said that Edwinta is a The one you hear the most.
HENRY CLAY
SUFFERS HEART ATTACK
422 Lake St.
very talented musician.
Friendly
, For 30 years, Henry Clay repreWilliam D. Grugett, Assistant Atof Mrs. Legrand-niece
r,
a
is
She
cheerleade
happy
Nancy,
torney General of the State of
Phone 408 sented Kentucky as Congressman land Jewell of Fulton.
Fulton, Ky.
Grumbling Sr
I and U. S. Senator.
Tennessee and a nephew of Mrs
To assist her both ways - Loudest Pete Green, suffered a heart attack recently in Nashville He is a
green
Shoe shod Duncan, a Grumbler patient in the Saint Thomas Hospital there. Mr. and Mrs. Paul
too.
Grugett of Covington visited Mrs.
by
Roddie
Class Wit and Joker
Green Saturday. They were enLinda:
route home after visiting their
Maurice D. Bement. executive
She talks and kids, akips but a son.
director of the Joint Alumni Counfew.
cil of Kentucky, will speak at the
Murray State College Alumni Ban- Fellow compatriot, long. thin Roy
quet, May 28 at 6.30 n in , M 0.
A basketball flip, he's another
rather, executive secretary of the
class Wit.
anhas
n,
MSC Alumni Associatio
nounced.
Bill and his hi-fl are nice to see
The banquet. an annual event
He made it himself, 1, 2, 3.
during commencement week, is
name
open to all persons who have at- Another Bill is Copeland by
become.
to
soon
he's
Married
as
well
as
State
tended Murray
any MSC student who expects to
Also, so attached is nice, tall.
graduate this spring or at the end
NiRAM
Sleepy McClister
of the summer session. ReservaAlready hitched is 'ole Harold
tions for attendance must be made
Wray
Fifths — $4.00
with the Alumni Office by May 25.
With his low, blue convert in
tow.
HORSE FARMS
Kentucky was a land of horse Kay French has been sporting a
Pints — $2.50
breeding farms as far back as
rock
1790, the earliest being Keeneland
But her to-be is in Germany.
Stud near Lexington.
Another such bearer is soprano
Patsy
Half Pints — $1.30
Brown who'll soon wear a wedFIRST WHITE MAN
din' gown.
gOB/A WALAIRI
The first white man to see any
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's 111D" Trois
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odom'

Dewey Johnson

Hiram Walker
Quality
in a rich, true bourbon

Edwinta Bugg Wins
Music Honors

I illness.
Mr. and

Murray Alumni
Banquet May 28

QUALITY0
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part of Kentucky was the French The third of these few Judy Harexplorer, Robert de la Salle, who
rison is
reached the Ohio Rapids at the
Good luck to you all in the world
persent site of Louisville in 1670.
of 'I do'.
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4 YEARS OLD

Also Available in 5-Year Bottled In Bond
Fifths - $4.75 Pints - $2.95 Half Pints - $1.50
90 Proof • Straight Bourbon Whiskey
4 Years Old
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL.

TV REPAIR
All Makes and Models
•
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

Wade Television
Phone 450

Ill Lake St.

Patsy Stallins Irvan is ahead of
the crew
She's joined those of marriage
from just these few.
Wallace and Judy Burton, tall and
then short,
Best Personalities, both fun it's
plain to see.
Sandling, Quietiest in our
land
Except studying history or lit.,
Gladys would fit.

Linda

One definitely not so is 'cheerleader' Kenneth,

•
FLORIDA'S
VACATION BARGAIN!
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Voting is our great privilege as
citizens of a free country. That is
why we must not miss any opportunity to cast our ballot.
Remember, only YOU decide
HOW to vote. It is as important to
vote in a primary as it is in a General Election, because your vote
may decide who is the nominee.
It is important that all Kentuck-

ians who are registered as Democrats or Republicans go to the polls
on Tuesday,'May 24, and vote for
their choice for nominee for United States Senator.'
This is our assurance that we
are selecting the qualified candidates for public office. So be
American . . . be Kentuckian . . .
join your neighbors at the polls
Tuesday, May 24.
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KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

Farm News, Meetings, Events

Buy Now And

II Wright
spent the

10% Excise Tax

I are visit11cConnell

3% Slate Sales Tax

may visitin Okla.

lose from
graduathis week.
Gay Heed,
be Neely,
lie Dunait, Glenda
Norman
from Ful-

agencies will be of special interest to progre.sstve femurs in the
hen-Tenn area):

SAVE

inn spent
,folks and
nn at the

and Mr.
datives in
ulton last

(Ed's note; the following informeticni, supplied THE NEWS

ar the USDA, ABC, nearby County Agents out agricultural
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AIR CONDITIONER

. and Mrs.
ill observe
nniversary
latives are
from two

IINIA
American
lucky was

Truly conditions the air... cools it; filters out dust,dirt
and potion; circulates cool fresh air to any part of room
without the slightest draft; ventilates and dehumidifillti
— remove, up to 5.3 pints of moisture per hour.
Low, thin design, no unsightly overhang.
Thrifty; new "staggered-tube" cooling coil provides MOM
cooling power per watt input.
Weather Sooled cabinet no cover is needed.

Whisper-quiet operation lets you sleep.

Wood Pruitt
300 Walnut

Fulion

Phone 211

look your
loveliest
always
Avoid that drab,
lifeless "washed out"

CROP ACREAGE LIMITED ON
CONSERVATION RESERVE
FARMS
Farmers who have placed part
of their cropland in the Conservation Reserve have an important
crop acreage limitation to consider before completing their planting this spring, according to Roy
Bard, Chairman of the Fulton
County ASC Committee. That limitation is the acreage of Soil Bank
Base crops that may be planted on
the farm. In general, the Soil Bank
base crops include the grains, row
crops, and oilseed crops.
When part of the cropland on a
farm is placed under a Conservation Reserve contract there is a
permitted Soil Bank base acreage
established for the farm. The permitted acreage then becomes the
maximum acreage for SOIL BANK
base crops that may be grown under the contract. On farms where
all the cropland has been placed
in the program, the permitted
acreage of crops for harvest is
zero.
In addition to the limitation of
acreage devoted to crop production, the contract also provides
that the cropland retired into the
Conservation Reserve must not be
grazed nor a crop harvested from
it, nor can non-cropland be
brought into crop use.

Cotton planted looks bad. Some
farmers planting the third time
Seed getting scarce in sOme areas
of the county.
Warmer weather may bring
some of the corn out that was
planted within the past two weeks.
About 85% of the land has been
turned for row crops. Some 15
percent of the corn has been planted, 65 percent of the cotton and 10
Percent of the soybeans.
Small grain loolthig good. Farmers are on the lookout for armyworms in small grain and hay
crops - on this date last year
spraying began here in the county
for armyworms.
The Wool Pool held last Thursday here in Union City attracted
•

HOWLERS GIVE TO FIELD
The Neighborhood Grocery Bowling team has contributed $50 to
the South Fulton Athletic Field
Fund, according to Ray Terrell,
South Fulton Booster president.
This team was second place winner in the Ken-Tenn bowling
league and their donation was
their prize money. The fund is
now nearing the $3,000 mark with
a total of $2,917.10 having been
contributed.
38,730 pounds of wool that brought
the following prices: medium
clear - $54.10; medium light burry$50.00; medium medium burry $46.00; medium hard burry - $40.00; one half blood clear - $46 10;
one half blood light burry - $40.00;
one half blood medium burry $35.00; black, dead and lamb wool$40.00; and tags - $12.00—Nichols
and Company, Boston, were the
buyers of the total 38,730 pounds.
Last year the pool attracted 32,957
pounds of wool.
EVENTS COMING U PIN THE
NEAR FUTURE
Tuesday, May 24—Second Lamb
Pool - Botts-Evans Stockyards Union City.

Seniors' Plans For Future Vary
From Art To Pre-med To Marriage

As the year draws to a close, the tucky State College.
seniors are making plans for the
Harold Duke and Everett Allen
future. From the reports that are are going to work to support their
coming in, it seems that they will families.
be scattered over quite a large
Patsy Irvan and her husband
area.
will make their home in Paducah.
The seniors planning to attend
Robert McAlister, Judy HarriMurray State are Saundra Lath- son, Kay French, Patsy Brown,
am, choosing art as her course of and Billy Copeland are going to
OATS PRICE SUPPORT IN
study; Maridel Wells, education; get married shortly after school is
COUNTY TO BE 65 CENTS
Judy Wolberton, education; Jean out.
The price of 1960-crop oats in Burnette; Phillip Andrews; TomButch Buckingham is going to
60
at
Kentucky will be supported
my Allen; Martha Herring; Wayne work. Janice Davis is planning to
cents a bushel for Grade No. 3. Anderson; Bill Wade: Roland Car- return to Michigan and work.
Chairman William 0. Gilreath of
ter. pre-med.; George Gunter, ar- Linda Sandling plans to continue
the Agricultural Stabilization and chitecture; and Duncan Bushart. working in Union City.
Conservation Committee announcLouelia Wilbourne is going to
!Their courses of study are widely
ed today.
I varied, running from art to pre- work around Fulton.
Price support on oats will be med.
As you can see, over 50 percent
carried out, as in previous years,
Merrell Davis is going to the of the 1960 graduating class is
through loans on farm-stored and
planning to attend institutions of
warehouse-stored oats and through University of Tennessee, Martin higher learning.
scholarship.
football
a
on
Branch
will
Support
purchase agreements.
Wherever they go, they will take
be available from harvesttime this Others attending UTMB include the name of FHS with them with
Bennett,
Donnie
Wallace
Shankle
summer through January 31, 1961.
pride.
To be eligible for support oats and Tommy Fields.
to attend
plans
McNeilly
Carol
No.
or
better
or
3
No.
grade
must
to
4 on the factor of test weight only, college, but is undecided as
There will be a premium of one which one.
Judy Burton is going to either
cent a bushel for Grade No. 2 or
to study
better, or for heavy test weight Murray or Memphis State
and two cents for extra heavy test health and physical education.
Suzanne Johnson plans to go inweight. Discounts are one cent a
bushel for Grade No. 4 on test to nursing school at the University
weight only and three cents a of Tennessee after her first year
at Murray.
bushel for garlicky cats.
Gladys Worley is going to atThe county support rate is based
Western State College at
tend
support
average
on a national
price for 1960-crop oats of 50 cents Bowling Green.
Those going to the University of
a bushel, the same as for 1959.
Kentucky are Nancy Bushart and
Gary Williamson.
Jerry House got a football scholarship to Holmes Junior College
in Goodman, Mississippi.
Kenneth Leggett is planning to
attend the Conservatory of Music
in Cincinnati, Ohio.
John Cunningham plans to attend Freed-Hardeman College in
Henderson. Tennessee, on a parttime scholarship.
Linda Roddie plans to go to
Murray for one year and then possible transfer to Washington University in St. Louis.
Norman Harwood is going to
Draughtons Drafting College, in
Nashville and James Reed is going to the "Sunshine State' to attend Florida Southern.
Mattie Wilbourne has received
a part-time scholarship to Ken-
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ANCIENT CHILD'S

cAsacr

The home of Robert Veazey in
the Cottage Grove Community has
been a center of attraction during
the past week after a small casket,
containing the body of a child, was
discovered on the surface of the
ground in an old family cemetery
in a field on the Veazey farm.
The casket is shaped something
like an Indian papoose and follows
the shape of the body. It is thought
that the child may have been dead
longer than 113 years.

Complete Line

Hearing Aid Batteries
Par all makes of hearing aids!
Visit our Hearing Aid Departnest at your first opportunity.

CITY DRUG CO.
108 Lake Street

Phone 75

1 TO 5 YEAR LOANS
TO FARMERS
Farming is changing — The changes require financing tailored to fit each individual farm. PCA
can meet this requirement with loans for all farm
purposes.
Every farmer needs a good dependable source of
credit. PCA costs are reasonable.
Credit life insurance is available on all loans.
Consult your PCA Field Office Manager about
the Financial needs of your farming operation.

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Association
Warren Bard
Field Office Mgr.
Clinton, Kentucky

John P. Wilson
Field Office Mgr.
Hickman, Kentucky

look - let us
renew your wonderful
summer cottons and
wash 'n wear apparel.

MAKE YOUR
NEXT HARVEST

DEKALB
Our nos exclusitt,
mopolls
e for
Uni-

Miracle Finish

t we
and i) be
). . .
polls

Planted by
More Farmers
than Any
Other Corn
. .1
los

0 K- PARISIAN

You can double—even triple your tire mileage if you" S
do the way truck operators do: 1st us put factory-built

095
FUZZ 1.71-15

1

BEG New Treads on your present tires. full-depth

treads with same proven, skid-resisting performance
as tires costing two and three times as muchl
•*pow is iscsar/ isuisost Ire easisie-ebes see end usereshiles.

2 Tires

.2 Down

Chas.Scates Stores

Laundry And Cleaners. Inc.
Phone 130
East State Line

FULTON—Phone 389
Nobody knows tires like your B.F.Goodrich Smiling* Dealer
MARTIN—Phone 404

Miracle Finish for modern miracle Fibers
,......011111111111111611011111111MMINOMM..MMW••eV re,r•••••-••••••

NewTreads

317 Z. 40

Phone 169
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Jaycee Fishing Rodeo Is Held
Saturday Al Pepsi-Cola Lake

Fulton County
Placed In First
Revenue District

These winners
Approximately 25C persons at- awarded the prize.
Reams, 11-year-old
Peggy
were:
of
Chamber
Junior
tended the
and Mrs. Charles
Commerce Fishing Rodeo held at daughter of Mr.
who won a
Highlands,
Reams,
on
located
the Pepsi-Cola Lake,
by City Drug.; Gary
Highway 45, on_ Saturday after- knife donated
King, 7-year-old son of Mr. and
noon from 2:00 to 4:00 P. M.
Mrs. Edmond King, West St.. Fulperfect
The weather was a
who won some water fins doton,
Spring day and the children were -nated by Southside Drug Store;
each laden with their fishing gear Gary McIntosh, 8-year-old son of
big
anxiously awaiting their
Mr. and Mrs. Bill McIntosh,
"Catch". There were approximate- Country Club Courts, won a flashage
in
ranging
ly 100 contestants,
donated by Evans Drug Co.;
, in the Rod- light
.
from five through 12
Campbell, 7-year-old son
Johnny
eo. The patience of the parents, of Mr. and Mrs. John Joe Campwho were there to supervise, cer- bell, Country Club Courts, won a
tainly reflected the inevitable con- baseball donated
Fulton Hardclusion that one day their little son ware Company.
"real"
a
or daughter would be
Acting as master of ceremonies
fisherman.
for the occasion was Billy Johnthe
for
Prize
first
The coveted
son and the co-chairmen of the
largest number of fish caught was event were Camel! Rowland and
won by Bob Boyd, 8-year-old son John R. Lawson. The Judges for
of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd, Jr., the Rodeo were'Rev. J. L. Leggett
Jack Kennedy
. Collins Street, South Fulton. Bob and Scott DeMyer.
won a large trophy donated by
a
Each child present was given
The Department of Revenue anthe Leader Store Sporting Goods. .
twirling disc and free Pepsis by nounced this week that Fulton
largest
the
for
prize
second
The
Charles Reams of the Pepsi-Cola County would be placed in its
single fish was won by Ann Ma- Company.
First Revenue District located at
Mr.
of
han, 6-year-old daughter
An oxygen-equipped ambulance, Paducah.
and Mrs. Tom Mahan, Vine - St., furnished by the Hornbeak FunHeading the first district is Jack
Extension, Fulton. Ann won a eral Home, was at the seen for
Kennedy of Murray, Kentucky.
Cooler Box donated by the Pepsi- safety measure.
Other counties in this district
Cola Bottling Co.
The Jaycees wish to thank each
Carlisle,
The third prize of a ball glove of the merchants for the prizes do- are Ballard. Calloway,
LivHickman,
Graves,
Crittenden,
the
catching
person
s
the
to
given
nated, the judges, the participant
.
second largest number of fish was and Mr. Charles Reams, of the ingston, Marshall and McCracken
Revenue Commissioner William
won by Mae Mann, 12-year-old Pepsi-Cola Company for his gendaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Adrian erous consent to the use of his E. Scent said. he hoped that busiMann, Riceville. The ball glove Lake as well as the favors he pre- nessmen and others would call
the district office with any probwas donated by the Sports Cen- sented
ter.
The Jaycees are planning to lems or questions on Kentucky's
The fourth prize went to Jimmy make this Fishing Rodeo an an- new tax structure.
Scent said he feels a smooth adDeMyer. 12-year-old son of Mr. nual event and with the interest
n of the law will erase
ministratio
it
are
sure
they
Saturday,
created
Jimmy
and Mrs. Scott DeMyer.
initialwon a rod and reel donated by will be an event awaited by every any objections it will meet
ly.
youngster.
Western Auto Store.
Honors for catching the smallest
fish went to Shellia DeMyer, 10year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Scott DeMyer. Shellia won a
Tackle Box donated by A. Huddleston Co.
Richard Evans, 12-year-old son
F110/11 THE FRS •1LENNI:V*
on the next one.
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Evans,
Pass me the silver nitrate. I
Central Ave., won a rod and reel
Does
creeps!
Oh
!
"Unknowns
donated by Red Coleman, for ANYBODY know how to do this don't care who's using it, I want
it. There, that's better. Huh? Pour
catching the first fish.
crazy stuff? You don't. Well I don't
At various intervals during the either! I guess we'll flunk this one half of it in the other tube? Of
evening a special prize was given together. then! Well here goes!! course not, was I supposed to? Oh
in a "Poles Up - Poles Down" Let's see how. It says here that well, let's see. I'm supposed to
contest. On signal the contestants I'm supposed to test for a sul- take this over and see if it turns
lowered their poles in the water phate. What did you say? Well dark in the sunlight.)Hey, do you
and the first to catch a fish was don't look at me, I don't know think that's dark enough? It is?
Good. Another X on my sheet.
either!!
Hey smell this and see if it's
We have complete stocks Pass me that bottle. Now
ammonia. I don't care if it doesn't
just pour a little of this in this turn pink litmus paper blue, it
test tube. Now, it's supposed to get smells like ammonia. Well I'm gocloudy. Hey, is mine cloudy? It ing to put it anyway because I
is? Well, if you say so. Now to know it smells like ammonia.
for HOME and 'FARM
Hey. you're through already?
pour some nitric acid in it. It is
Machines
supposed to stay cloudy if you've Just washing your test tube! What
got it, isn't it? Look, do you think do you mean washing it? Of course
BENNETT ELECTRIC I have it? I have? Good. Now I'll I didn't wash mine. Was I supposFULTON just put an X on my sheet. Now ed to? Well I'm through now and
PHONE 201
I m certainly not going to go back
and do the whole thing over just
because I forgot to wash my test
tubes!!!"

Theme of the Chemistry Class—
Have I Got It? Are You Sure?
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ANNIVERSARY SALE

Special Purchase! Stock up Now!
Men's Short Sleeve -

1

Sport Shirts
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or $1.59 each)

SPORT SHIRTS

DRESS SHIRTS

$199

Value*
to $2.95

week '•
Soisfor,rod Isroosidoliss
C0th:60% Ws solids ousd fancy designs.
W OP
Surion-clooto sad soirosisl essEars wish pos.
sasswoot stays. Choose hogs SOH Meek
Isrevint, too, Isliso. troy s.dasetwoo.
•
S-44.4-XL

By
On a list
and profei
tainly be i
Steele Pia.
Tennessee.
family op.
sells -sweel
tically evl
states.
Mr. W.
eldest sou
Dudley S:
basketball
school an
Steele. se]
Mr. Sand(
by the twi
the boys a
school
Last ye
a few ovei
six differ
for 2,000
This meal
Plant ('or
seed to p
potato ph

BAr
at
Some ne

• Sanforised Broadcloths

national'

Illg 'election of solids, neat figures,
in
checks, plaids and stripes
blue, ton, gray, green, red, white and
combinations. 2-way sport collars and
button-down collars. Machine washable.
Small, medium, large and extra large
sixes.

Men's Short Sloes*

Glees(
Grow:

• Machine Washable
• Famous Dan River
Wrinhl,filsed Cottons

$len's short Mecre
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up to
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LET'S
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$361.29

For

sash)

isisaerksed paw broadside'''. seed mesh
Irosrvos, oxford elle& sod +Ala e• wafts
megret. legelar es spree/ seism
Z
rest, grey, fussy alesaaWh
base,
shires. Moe 11 to 17.

Dayton V-Belts

Yoti Ean't afford notto
paint atthislow price!
.
(Beg
13
01

'MARTIN
SHEN

$4:19

"3000"
04i,ie Pain"
4

l"
Ga

Want WWI

MARTINIENDUR
*3000E house
D URABL E

WHITE

OUT
/6
44
sac
„
arir4

for-

settate

... one you can't afford to
Here's the biggest paint value ever.
miss! Now at lowest cost you can give your home a sparkling
exterior. Use Martin-Senour "3000" for economy, beauty,
durability and protection. Covers most surfaces in one coat.

in Now—Today! Get This Great Value,
Plus Other Martin-Senour Quality Products.

Come

Exchange Furniture Co.
307 Commercial

Phone 35

Men's Dress

\
1!
Boy's Short Sleeve

STRAWS

I

FISHERMEN'S
CORNER

Another week gone by. and here
is more stories to add to Fishermen's Corner at Reelfoot Lake.
The cold weather this past week
made fishing almost like duck
hunting. The sports leaving the
docks early in the morning wearing hood and heavy coats made
you wonder if fishing was that important. But, to the surprise of all,
there were a good number of fish
brought in.
Most of the fish being caught
now are bream, with bass being
next. Bream are being caught all
along the shorelines and in the
wooded sections of Reelfoot.
Bream are boded now, so if you
are lucky enough to find a bed,
you can have yourself a time.
A lot of people have asked me
about guides, their rates, what
they furnish on the fishing trips.
Here is a few of the things a guide
has to offer. First. the rate of a
guide is $12.50 per day per person.
In this rate the following things
are furnished: boat, fishing poles
and lines if bream or crappie fishing; ice box, minnow bucket, baits
your hooks, takes your fish off,
and sees that your fish is properly cared for when you come in off
of the lake.
This is just a few things guide
at Fishermen's Corner on Reelfoot
Lake does for the sportsman to
make his fishing trip a pleasant
one.
If there is anything that the
readers of Fishermen's Corner
would like to know about, please
feel free to write thi8 paper or to
Bryant's Camp and Gray's Camp
on Reelfoot Lake. Well, until next
week. good fishing and don't forget to be careful.

BR

SPORT SHIRTS

COAL SHED FIRE
The Fulton Fire Dpartment was
called out at 7:30 Tuesday morning to put out a fire in a coal shed
on Vine Street near the railroad

By Bill Smith
1.5.791

Cool, Comfortable,
Smartly Styled

For $3

"
$2
Genuine Panama , fancy braids
in natural, tan,
and Hanokis
blue, brown and gray. Pinched
crealsal
and
front, telescoped
srowns. Plain and fancy bands.
Sixes 6 3/4 to Ph.

(or $1.119 sash)
*j. wash Is ems, eeneae.
h...."
esild•lha
I.
sollespoi
Ds.
demi and amass. Spread and Imeses-dewso
esSees. Ikea selmala• of ohm am is I&

SALE! SAVE UP TO $2.001

Cool, Comfortable

•

WASH 'N WEAR
DRESS SLACKS
Dacron Polyester and Rayon
Blend Is Guaranteed Washable —
NEEDS LITTLE, IF ANY, IRONING
Pleated and plain front styles in solid colors,
Look fresh even in
plaids, stripes and checks
you don't need to
And
weather.
muggy
damp,
worry about looking like a Mg if you get caught
in a sudden shower . . . . because they'll dry in
a hurry and look like they've just come off the
ironing boordl Good choice of colors in sixes 28
to 42.

$4"

5.5% Dacron Polyester-45% Rayon

Men's WASH 'N WEAR SLACKS
• Nary
• Brown
• Medium blue
• Medium gray
• Charcoal gray
• Tan
Correctly tailored for neat, comfortable fit and good $
Pleated front . . . . ripper ry. Cool, lightlooks
weight and comfortable. Sizes 28 to 42.

If Yo

,••••••••••••••...
.caoiuif4
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Lt. Gov. Wyatt
Too Speak To
County Graduates

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 19, 1960

Gleason Family Has Unusual Occupation:
Grows And Sells Sweet Potato Plants

9

AT FULTON HOSPITAL

Mayfield I. C. Depot Is Scene
Of Joy, Sorrow And Tragedy

Veer*

Mrs. Sarah Meacham, well
known Fulton resident, who suffered a stroke several weeks ago,
was transferred to the Fulton Hospital from the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis Friday. She had been a
patient in the Memphis hospital
for seven weeks.

Mayfieldians and
When the news came that the has served
s through three
Countian
Wyatt
W.
station
r
Wilson
Graves
passenge
Governor
Central
Illinois
Lt.
By Dudley Sanders
i plants were properly set and grew
ns to give
at Mayfield, Kentucky was to be wars—World War I, World War
off as expected and produced just has accepted invitatio
torn down, a flood of memories II, and the Korean War. ThousOn a list of unusual occupations three potatoes per plant that commencement addresses at five
filled the mind of Editor Jess G. ands of Mayfield and Graves
and professions there should cer- would be a total of 37,800,000 high schools in the Purchase area.
Anderson of the Mayfield Mes- County servicemen used these
tainly be • space reserved for the sweet potatoes.
He will speak at Fulton County
TO WASHINGTON
25,
of
In a recent feature article trains to and from the battlefields
May
Gleason.
,
senger.
Company
Plant
Steele
for potato plants vary in High School, Hickman
Orders
of
them
Many
camps.
training
and
.
landmark
old
historic
PRYOR
the
Mary Helen Cruse, 19, of Fulton
about
Wills JIM
Tennessee. This company is •
p. m.
size from 100 plants to an order 7:30
had this to say: did not return.
is among nine outstanding
Anderson
County
11•11•Nd
Editor
Omni
Stasis
family operation that grows and
Awl,
ecommenc
Egillsallsasal
the
be
will
He also
1,200.000 plants. Many gardenocs
4-H members who have
incidents
Kentucky
humorou
sells -sweet potato plants in prac- for
"Many
on
exerhas
graduati
"Over the years, the station
ers regularly order 200 plants each ment speaker at
AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
during the life of the pas- been chosen to attend the Negro
tically every one of the fifty
had its big share in Mayfield his- curred
year. In 1956 the farmers of the cises at six other high schools,
states.
two
The sheep-men of Kentucky tory. It has been a scene of joy, senger trains here. One concerns Regional 4-H Camp in Washington
flooded area around Dallas, Texas four in Western Kentucky and
have been in serious trouble for sorrow and tragedy on many oc- the Mayfield drummer who took D. C. Aug. 8-15.
Mr. W. C. Steele, along with his bought well over 1,000,000 plants. in Central Kentucky.
last two years on parasites casions during the 46 years since it off his shoes for a nap. He slept
eldest son, produces the plants It is not unusual for the company
Keenly interested in advancing the
past the station here and when he
Dudley Sander!, the football and to load a truck from a distant state the cause of education in Ken- control. It has caused more farm- was built in 1913.
IT'S A GIRL
awoke in Fulton his shoes were
basketball coach of the local high with as many as 500,000 plants. tucky, Mr. Wyatt, as Lieutenant ers to sell their flocks than any
"Joyous homecomings, sad de- long gone.
school and son-in-law of Mr. Last year a farmer from the corn Governor and in his role as Presi- other cause and as a result, lose
Mrs. Melvin Shapiro of
and
Mr.
aftrenoon
Steele. sells and ships the plants. belt area placed an order for 1,- dent of the Kentucky Senate, gave a very profitable enterprise. Par- partures. the Sunday
"One night in January, 1918, St. Louis are the proud parents of
who
and
train
the
is
see
to
visits just
Mr. Sanders is aided in his work 200.000 plants This same farmer whole-hearted backing earlier this asites can be controlled if care
when snow was several feet deep an eight pound, eight ounce dauflock at the proper was leaving or arriving, all have over most of the United States, ghter. born May 13, at Jewish Hosby the twin sons of Mr. Steele and ordered 1.000.000 more plants.
year to legislation which will im- taken of the
of
you have sheep you are played their part in the history
the boys and girls of the local high
including Mayfield and all of Ken- pital in St. Louis.
Unusual stories are associated prove greatly the public school time. If
have parasites and you the old passenger station. For tucky, a passenger alighted from
to
school
going
cusealth.
One
Commonw
orders.
the
in
plant
system
with potato
Mrs. Shapiro is the former Milmany years this station was the the evening southbound train. The
Last year the company bedded tomer stated he ordered 100 plants
MUST DRENCH.
Mr
The most significant single apscene of the arrival and departure train was four or five hours late dred Kasnow, daughter of
of
a few over 6,300 bushels of seed of had weather caused him to lose
schedule
approved
Here is an
propriation made for the 1960-62
r trains each day. because of the heavy snow. The and Mrs. Joe Kasnow of Fulton.
passenge
eight
of
six different varieties. They hope all but one plant and it only had
season:
the
period by the Legislature was the drench proceedure for
When the automobile began to passenger was greeted by a hanfor 2,000 plants from each bushel. one potato but it was the best
First-drench now with pheno$200,000,000 for the
than
more
the death knell of passenger
signal
driver. 'Hello, John,' said
This means that last year Steele potato he ever ate. He ended his
Try "NEWS" Classified Ads
Foundation Program, rep- thiazine all ewes that have lamb- trains, the trains through May- som cab
Plant Company bedded enough story by saying "send me another School
driver. 'is it snowing in
cab
the
are
that
ewes
drench
percent increase ed. Do not
62
a
until
two
resenting
by
two
off
cut
field were
seed to produce 12,600.000 sweet 100 plants this year."
Paducah?'
over the previous two-year period. close to lambing.
on the morning of January 30, "Then there was the Mayfieldian
potato plants. If each of these
weeks
Steele Plant Company advertiaes This increase is expected to move
two
exactly
pasa
-In
of
Bring us your
Second
1957, the last deep moan
the KenIn about seventy farm and garden Kentucky ahead of all the south- you should drench with Bluestone- senger train's steam locomative who was returning from
betof
a
RADIO and TV Repair
magazines as well as sending free eastern states except Florida and Blackleaf 40. Third -Begin then the whisle sounded in Mayfield about tucky Derby with 'killing'
the pilin
under
cash
$600
than
ter
custom60.000
about
to
circulars
Louisiana.
first of May your Bluestone- 5 a. m.
low in his Pullman berth. In the
ers who have ordered plants durRCA Color Television
Blackleaf 40 drench, should be
"The trains, all except two, plied haste to get off the train he foring the past few years.
interday
21
at
at • BIG discount'
regularly
a
e,
riven
Louisvill
and
TV Sets for Sale
Used
Fulton
he
got
home
until
his
between
got
bankroll
"Kenner
From The FHS
vals. Any alteration of the 21 day stretch of about 275 miles. The Frantic calls to the railroad evenSome new - some slightly used
crop
schedult will result in a new
other two trains, known as 'Whis- tually got his money back and a
INITIATED ONTO SIPE
of worms and all will he in vain. ky Dick.' operated between Cairo. Pullman porter was made $100
nationally-known names. Save
Janice Walker, a freshman stuPhenothiazine should be mixed at Ill., and Paducah. a distance of richer.
Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Wood
dent at the College Conservatory
up to 75% on some styles.
the rate of 1 pound to a quart of about 30 miles. These two trains
Them was the good ole days!"
was
Ohio,
300 Walnut Street
of Music in Cincinnati,
two
given
The youngest teacher on the water and each sheep
L C. Magazine.
got their nickname because both
formally initiated into Alpha Alpsa
Phone 211
mixture. Rem- Paducah and Cairo were wet and
the
of
Robertounces
C.
William
(2)
Mr.
is
faculty
chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon, a naember, do not drench owes that some of the passengers hauled a
Try "NEWS" Classified Ads
tional music sorority, April 24, afMr. Robertson grew up in Cen- are close to lambing. The Blue- lot of liquor, both inside and out.
Fulton
Main Street
ter performing in the sorority
City, Kentucky, a coal-mining stone-Rlackleaf 40 drench may be
tral
22.
"Many Mayfieldians will repledge recital April
near Madisonville. He at- obtained at the drugstore ready to member the late George Orr, statown
—
Cooper's
tended Murray State College four mix with water. Call for
tion porter and baggageman, and
years, and says he plans to work Drench. Re very careful in ad- the late Bill Mack, crossing flags
Beverage
Favorite
Tour
A
PARTY
LETS HAVE
ministration of the drench that
on his Master's Degree.
man. Remember also will be the
As a high school student. Mr. you follow instructions to the let- vociferous battles between the late
into
run
may
Robertson had many interests. He ter. otherwise you
porters for the two hotels in town
played basketball, was in the band. severe losses. Drench all sheep as they bid for the patronage of
and was a den chief in the Cub on th farm including your rams the drummers, now called travelScouts. There he taught the Cubs and any late lambs carried over ing salesmen, as they alighted
handiworicAind crafts. This show- the winter. Beginning with your from the trains.
ed an early aptitude for the things May drench, drench all lambs that
"In those days each of the two
442-44 Lake Street
Med mianplete stock in
he is now teaching high school are over 2 months of age. Reguhotels would serve a meal for 50
relies. Ky.
West Kentucky
students, and was the real cause late dose according to size.
cost at least four
Tt would be a good idea to shear cents that would
for his desire to teach.
dollars today. Believe it or not.
one
making
thus
drench
a
with
Even yet Mr. Robertson has
both and saving two or three kinds of good, tender
varied outside interests which may round-up serve
meat, at least six vegetables, cofqualify him as a "jack of all labor.
worm trou- fee, tea or milk and dessert were
having
are
you
If
school
his
of
trades." Outside
drench is the served at the noon meal for half
work he paints for Carl Reed, and ble, don't sell out.
e sheep pro- a buck. At least two kinds of meat,
profitabl
to
answer
does electrical work, and carpenentomolog- usually one of them was old counleading
Our
try. He is also a sergeant up for duction.
ures of 12 try ham, hot biscuits, eggs, and
temperat
promotion in an Army Combat ists tell us that
other items for breakfast at
deers duering th winter will kill many
Training outfit.
the same price, and supper—most
pasture
on
eggs
and
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all
RobMr.
ago
About six months
infest our fields of us in those days called the eveertson received an award and hon- Therefore we
not cleaning our ning meal supper—usually consistby
year
every
or for finishing in second place
veggo on pasture. ed of steak and another meat.
they
before
In the Golden-Hammer Contest, in flocks
trimthe
and
bread
hot
etables.
in
worms
and
eggs
which about 5,000 shop projects There will be
and they will be killed mings.
are entered each month. Mr. Rob- the barn
"The railroad passenger station
as they pass
ertson entered a schoolmaster's with the drench
now being torn down for a
here,
getting
not
thus
sheep
the
through
desk with a bookcase top.
lumber store and yard,
modern
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BARGAIN SHOES

Mr. Robertson Is
Industrial Teacher

Wood & Pruitt TV

Forrester's Shoe Shop
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New Ford Aralcon7

SOARS TO TOP PLACE!
Now outsells all other compact sedans of every make
across America—because it has what Americans wantl
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Th. Ford Falcon
offers a choice of
Tudor and Fortier models.

Options On Hickman Land
May Indicate Big Industry
location must be economically
feasible, both as to daily operations and long term competition
within the whole industry."
They also said "sit and engineering studies all take time and
Work leading to taking of thei none of these can be started until
tract
options was scheduled to begin after availability of the entire
Is assured."
May 12.
"This," they said, "is the purpose
Officials of the land company of obtaining options." Alternate
indicated that the option-taking locations may also be under study
and other preliminary activity re- by the "interested company," said
quire "considerable time."
a GM&O official who distributed
In a statement released last the prepared statements about the
Wednesday night by GM&O Land option-taking.
Company, the people of the Co"This is usually the case and is
lumbus area were warned that tak- good common sense," he said.
ing of the options didn't necessari- GM&O Land Company said it had
ly mean that the industry would been requested by a large induscome to the rural section which try to be its "confidential agent in
once was proposed as the site of acquiring options on a tract of subthe capital of the United States. stantial size."
Officials said "there cannot be
"As you _know," GM&O Land
Company offisials said, "There any premature publicity on this
are many production facility. Such project."

Options which could pave the
way for a large industry south of
Columbus. Ky., a historic Mississippi River town, will be acquired •
by a land company of the GM&O
Railroad.

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT

SOURBOH WHISKEY

86 Proof

4/5 Quart

1/2 Pint

$5.50

$1.75

are
ei
Gl
SILVER LABEL
"Your Bright Buy in
Light Bourbon!"
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

90 Proof
1/2 Pint
$4.65
4/5 Quart

$1.50
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SOuROON WHISKEY
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Yellowstone
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'Outer Space Revue'
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VARDEN GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
PHONE 42
FULTON, KY.
LAKE STREET, EXTENDED
See Your Ford Dealer
If You're Interested in an A-1 Used Ca r—Be Sure to

at Carr Institute Auditorium
May 23. 1960
Children .35

8:00 p. m.
Adults .75

$4.85 F

1/2 Pint

$1.55

90 Proof

n"
"Where Perfection of Product is Traditio
GLENMORE DISTILLERIES CO.. LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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CLASSIFIED ADS
CARDS OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincerest
thanks to the many people who
were so helpful during the hospitalization and untimely death of
our darling daughter, Donna Lynn.
We appreciate every prayer and
throught in our behalf. Acts of
kindness were too numerous to
mention but were a bulwark of
strength to us.
Due to the possibility of omitting someone we will not express
individual appreciation for the
many, many beautiful flowers except as we talk with you in the
weeks and months ahead. To the
ushers, flower girls, friends and
neighbors who' brought food, and
all others who by looks and words
showed that you wanted to help,
we can only say—Thank'You.

SEPTIC tank pumping: call C. D.
Thurman. Fulton, at 1379 before
7: am or after 4: (Saturday and
Sunday, any hour.)

SOYBEANS for sale: Ogden,
Clark and Certified Hood. Competitive prices. Southern States
Fulton Co-Operative, Central Avenue; phone 399.

Mrs. Earline Tibbs, wife of the
former jailer of Fulton County is
today making her formal announcement for the office of County Jailer, which was vacated by
her husband last year. Mrs. Tibbs
in her announcement states that
her husband, Earl Tibbs, was forced to resign when a dispute arose
over the responsibility for payment of board for prisoners in the
jail. The dispute has been resolved
and Mrs. Tibbs seeks to hold the
office to which her husband was
elected.
Mr. Tibbs, well-known in Fulton

CERTIFIED Hood soybeans Tor
sale, $3.25 per bushel. Germination
83^te. purity test 99.71. See Donald
Mabry, Cayce; phone 2691.

FOR PIPELINE MILKERS and
bulk tanks, see Southern States
Fulton Co-Operative, Central Ave..
flue, South Fulton. Phone 399.

WHITE OAK IIMBER WANTED
—We buy white oak standing
Umber, custom logs, custom
stave and heading bolts. ConMet us for prices and specifications. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
5-2785 Martin, Tenn. C. A.
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 71812 Mayfield, Ky.

CUMBERLAND FALLS
Cumberland Falls has an average flow of 3,600 cubic feet of water a second.

Mrs. Earline Tibbs Candidate For
Jailer To Fill Unexpired Term

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 19, 1960

County political circles, was born
in the City of Fulton and the
couple has many friends here.
Mrs. Tibbs announcement follows:
"I wish to speak to all voters
personally in this announcement
because I have been busy working
and have not had time to campaign but am now asking personally for your vote with the hope
that, in the short time left before
primary day, I will get to talk
with most of you.
"I hope to finish my husband's
term as I was deputy Jailer, have
had experience, and will be capable and trustworthy if I am elected, as I always try to do the job
right. I have always been active in
civic and community work in the
city and county and have spent
a lot of my time for the benefit
of the community.
Sincerely,
Earline Tibbs
(Adv.)

BENNETT—
Coatniased Irons Pope One
planned to keep the handkerchief,
but that they made him throw it
away.
The colored man said that they
would not let him see a doctor,
nor call his family. He said that
one of the men he was working
with contacted T. D. Morris, when
he (Bennett) did not return to
work. Morris' wife then contacted
Bennett's mothir Elvima Bennett
and his grandfather.
Mrs. Morris then took Bennett's
mother and his sister to the jail
to see Bennett, and Bennett said
that the police officers refused to
let his family see him.
Bennett said that he was arreste.11 about 9 a. m. and %vas kept in
jail Until 5:30 p. m. Then, his
mother took him to Ifillview Hohpital for an exaTnination and treatment and later went to Chief Ruddle asking that the. City pay the
doctor's bill.
Bennett said that Huddle asked

the police officers about Bennett's
condition, but that was when they
denied knowing anything about it,
the chief said that the City could
not pay the bill.
Bennett's attorneys were Walter
Robinson and Louis P. McHenry of
Hopkinsville.
Page, Williams and Westmoreland were represented by James
H. Warren of Fulton. City Attorney Rodney Miller represents the
City of Fulton and County Attorney James Amberg is attorney
for the County of Fulton.
The order dismissing the case
against the City of Fulton and
Fulton County read: "It is agreed
by and between the parties and
therefore orderd that this cause be
and is hereby dismissed with prejudice as against the City of Fulton, Ky., and Fulton County, Kentucky."
The order dismissing the case
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against the three policemen and
the Maryland Casualty Company
read: "It being agreed by and between the parties it is now ordered that this case is dismissed
settled as against the defendants,
Carmi Page, Hassel Williams and
Billy Westmoreland and the Maryland Casualty Company at the defendants costs."
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